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1985

Education Code Section Requiring This Report

44680117. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall do all of the following:
(a) Designate the regions within the state to be served by teacher education

and computer centers with the advice of the county superintendents of schools.
(b) Approvo the plans of each center -.Jr staff development.
(c) Coordinate and facilitate communication among the centers by, among

other making exemplary 'grogram models available to all centers.
(d) A rize the allocation of funds to centers based on the approved plans.

appropriated or apportioned for purposes of this article in any year,
may be expended in subsequent fiscal years.

(e) Report, by April 15 of each year, to the State Board of Education, the
Legislature, and the Governor as to the effectiveness of the centers in providing,

assisting in, staff develorent.
(f) Provide for an educeeducational software library and clearinghouse to assist the

centers with software evaluation.
(g) Authorize centers to receive federal funding for any of their functions.
(Added by Stets. 1983, Cb. 498. Effective July 28, 1963. See note following Section 1296.)
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Authorization for 15 Teacher Education and Computer Centers (TEC Centers,

or TECCs) to provide staff development services to teachers and administrators

on a regional basis was codified in the Hughes-Hart Educational Reform and

Finance Act of 1983 (SB 813, Chapter 498, Statutes of 1983). The TEC Centers

were previously established and funded in the Budget Act of 1982. They are

charged with providing staff development resources in all areas of the curricu-

lum, but especially in mathematics, science, technology, and other curriculum

areas for which there are significant shorts- es of qualified, certificates

leachers.

The TEC Centers incorporated the staff development functions formerly

addressed by the Professional Development and Program Improvement Centers and

the School Resource Centers to provide training in elements of effective in-

struction and to provide resources to build school site capacities for self-

sustaining staff development. In addition, each TEC Center was charged with

design and implementation of a computer demonstration center to support the

Acquisition of computing skills by teachers and students. A Software Clearing-

house and a teacher retraining project were also established to provide support

for TEC Center activities.

Purpose of the Report

Education Code Section 44680.07 requires an annual evaluaL.ion of "the

effectiveness of the centers in providing, and assisting in, staff development."

This report describes the major accomplishments and challenges of the TEC

Centers at this time and suggests the types of additional support and resources

that are needed for the centers to meet the challenges. Primary audiences for



the evaluation are the State Board of Education, the Legislature, the Governor,

the Superintendent of Public Instruction and the State Department of Education

(SDE), and the TEC Centers. SB 813 assigns responsibility for the annual

evaluation of the TEC Centers to the Superintendent. This evaluation was

conducted by a team from the Special Studies and Evaluation Reports unit in the

Program Evaluation and Research Division.

Major Findings and Implications

Total TEC Center Trainin/, 1983-84

During the year, the TEC Centers offered a total of 2,466 courses, repre-

senting a total of 28,711 training hours. There were 68,726 participants in

this training. The greatest portion of TECC training activity (nearly two-

thirds) was devoted to computer use. The area of instruction, or teaching

methodology, accounted for the next largest portion (about 18 percent) of total

TECC training activity in terms of number of training hours. In contrast,

the curriculum area accounted for approximately 10 percent of total training

time.

There was considerable variation among the 15 TEC Centers in the level

of effort devoted to each training area. For example, one center provided all

of its training in the computer area, stating that curriculum and instruction

were adequately covered by other staff development providers, especially in the

county offices. Two other centers provided more training in instruction than in

any other area. And one center divided its training activity approximately

evenly among the areas of curriculum, instruction, and computer use.

Computer Training

The TEC Centers provide instruction in computer technology, including

training in computer awareness, use of hardware and software, classroom
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applications, and programming. During 1983-84 the TEC Centers statewide con-

ducted 1,612 computer training sessions representing a total of 18,100 training

hotu5. There were 43,91.8 participants in these training activities. Of the

computer training workshops offered, 87 percent were at an introductory, or

awareness, level; 11 percent were at a comprehensive, or advanced level; and 2

percent were training of trainers courses.

There is no doubt thet th,,- TEC Centers have scored a major accomplishment

in that they have made great progress toward bringing computer awareness and

skills to California teachers. As the showcase for computer activity in Cali-

fornia education; the TEC Centers should continue to be state of the art in

hardwire, software, and training. In order to remain at the forefront in

technology training, the TEC Centers should no longer conduct awareness training

as their predominant offering in the computer area. The development of a

strategic plan for TEC Center involvement in technology would be the beginning

or a process to sift out the priorities in the computer area and to balance

these with other staff development priorities.

reactjana_LAztgln,;trnctionor'tethodoloTrainin

Training in instruction, or teaching methodology, includes pedagogy,

instructional techniques, learning styles, and classroom management. The TEC

Centers reported offering a total of 295 courses in instructional methodology

during the year. These courses included 5,111 training hours for 8,712

narticipants.

Training in instruction tends to be more intensive in terms of training

time than training offered in other areas. The average number of hours per

course was 17.3 for instruction, 11.2 for computer use, and 9.7 for curriculum.
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Math and Science

One of the most striking findings is the relatively low level of activity

in math and science training, not only from TEC Centers but from other education

agencies as well.

Between February 1983 and February 1984, the TEC Centers conducted an

average of 8.5 math training workshops representing an average of 130 total

hours of math training. The median number of individuals participating in math

training at each center was 140. During the same period of time, the TEC

Centers conducted an average of six science workshops representing an average

of 27 total hours of science training. The median number of individuals

participating in science training at each center was 84.

These numbers are in contrast to the large number of sessions in the

computer area. Center directors' estimates of math training as a percentage of

total trainings hovered around 5 percent to 10 percent; in science, the figure

was closer to 5 percent, or less. TEC Center directors feel that more staff

development in both math and science is needed. In response to a mail survey,

11 out of 14 directors said that there is a need for their centers to provide

more math staff development than is currently offered. All 14 directors

responding to the survey said that there is a need for their centers to provide

more science staff development.

The reasons why the TEC Centers are providing less math and science staff

development than is needed include lack of client demand, higher priority in

other areas (especially computers), lack of qualified trainers, lack of re

sources, and insufficient time to develop a plan for math and science staff

development. While it is understandable that the TEC Centers have not done

more, there is an expectation that they will begin to make a significant
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contribution to the overwhelming staff development needs in curriculum,

especially math and science.

AB 551 School Staff Development Programs

During 1982-83 the TEC Centers assumed responsibility for administering

AB 551 programs, including providing training and assistance in proposal

writing, selecting grant recipients, and coordinating local projects. Manage-

ment of AB 551 programs was previously the responsibility of the SDE. he total

allocation for AB 551 during 1983-84 was $3,353,902. The average grant amount

was $5,273. Grants were received by a total of 636 schools, of which 179 were

elementary and 457 were secondary schools. Most (77.5 percent) AB 551 programs

are currently devoted to computer staff development.

In our interviews with TECC staff, we found overwhelming acclamation for

the A3 '01 program. This expression of support for AB 551 was especially

noteworthy from those TECC directors who conceded that they devote relatively

little staff time to AB 551. It is currently one of the few incentive programs

for 4taff development at the site level, and it is structured to capture much of

the essence of good staff development. Several TEC Centers have established

other grant programs modeled in part after AB 551.

staff Development Stratejies and Delivery Models

Staff development services provided by the TEC Centers include direct

trining and capacity-building services in support of site-based staff develop-

ment programs. At the present time, a majority (79 percent) of TCC training

is offered at an introductory, or awareness, level. Approximately one-half (51

percent) of all TECC training consists of a single session. TECC staff are

caught between the pressure to do many things at a relatively superficial level,

on the one hand, and a recognition that the only way they can have a major

impact is by leveraging their influence in various ways, on the other. Most



centers have already conducted (or plan to .7onduct in the near future) some type

of training-of-trainers activity; and there seems to be a consensus among the

directors that this will be a major thrust of future TECC activity. In the long

term, the centers will have to rely on trainer cadres and other leveraging

activities to meet the needs within their regions.

While a few centers are exemplary in attempting to direct a large portion

of their resources toward empowering schools and districts to conduct their own

staff development programs; capacity-building is the type of service most in

need of augmentation by the TEC Centers overall. From the perspective of a

regional staff development network, such as the TEC Centers, the optimal

strategy--both in terms of impact and of resource management--is to assist

schools and districts in developing staff development plans and linking them to

the resources needed to carry out those plans, with the major impetus for staff

development coming from the local agencies. For the TEC Centers to exert an

optimal influence on school personnel, there must be a corresponding local

commitment to staff development.

Or anizational Relationships Involving the TEC Centers

The TEC Centers have a complex organizational and gove.nance structure,

with various leadership roles and lines of authority shared by regional policy

boards and executive boards, local education agencies (i.e., county offices of

education designated to administer TEC Center budgets), and the Supt-intendent

of Public Instruction. S8 813 also conveys a legislative intent that the TEC

Centers will constitute a statewide staff development network and that within

their own regions individual TEC Centers will take an active role in developing

Part

educate..

s with other staff development providers, institutions of higher

(Ms), and business and industry.
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Most of the organizatl lal relationships involving the TEC Centers were not

explored in depth during this evaluation. However, considerable attention was

devoted to examining relationships between the TEC Centers and the SDE because

this seems to be an espetially critical time in the development of their respec-

tive roles in the TCC program. To a lesser extent the evaluation included an

examination of relationships among the 15 TEC Centers and partnerships with

business and industry and with IHEs. The report includes a description and

analysis of these relationships.

Formal links between the TEC Centers and both IHEs and business and

industry occur as the result of statutory language regarding composition of

TEC Center policy boards. A few centers have also launched imaginative efforts

to establish relationships with IHEs and with business and industry. The best

example of such a partnership with IHEs is that with the California Math Project.

However, in general, the link between the TEC Centers and these other sectors is

not vet strong.

The SDE has not yet designed a systematic approach to linking the various

developmental and policy uaits of the SDE with the TEC Centers. In general,

there is a need for the "DE to provide more organizational leadership of the

TECC program. The SDE is uniquely positioned to influence state-level educa-

tional policy, and the TEC Centers currently have a stronger opportunity than

any other local agency to effect partnerships among all of the regional and

local agencies that can contribute to solutions of our staff development needs.

for Accomplishments and Challenges of the TEC Centers

Two nurr,ses of this evaluation were to summarize the major accomplishments

of the TEC Centers to date and to identify the challenges that the TEC Centers

must meet. These judgments by the evaluators are based on a synthesis of all

the information gathered for the study.
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Major accomplishments. In less than two years the TEC Centers have:

o Become an effective regional staff development network

o Adapted to a complex governance structure

o Begun to implement. delivery models that use the most effective staff

development practices

o Made great progress toward bringing computer awareness and skills to

California teachers

o Successfully assumed responsibility for administering AB 551 programs

o Provided training to school staffs in instructional methodology, math,

science, and other areas of the curriculum

o Begun to create partnerships with IHEs, business, and industry

Challenges. The major challenges that the TEC Centers must meet are as

follows:

o Provide comprehensive staff development services with limited resources.

o Respond to regional and statewide staff development needs over time.

o Provide training that is more intensive and includes follow-up.

o Provide more services in support of site-based staff development

programs.

o Remain state of the art in instructional uses of the computer and

educational software.

o Provide more computer training that is integrated with curriculum.

o Increase services in math, science, and other areas ofjhe curriculum.

o Increase partnerships with IHEs and with business and industry.

Not surprisingly, some of the significant accomplishments of the TEC

Centers are closely related to the challenges that they must now meet. As

relatively new agencies the TEC Centers have made a commendable beginning in

becoming an effective regional network and in providing many of the staff

xii
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development resources and services that are needed to accomplish their broad

mission. They are already a high-payoff investment in educational reform.

Their challenges for the future are to increase the breadth and depth of their

services, to the extent that resources and the state of the art permit, and to

strengthen their role as major staff development providers in California.

The educational reform movement in California is currently placing great

emphasis on strengthening the curriculum. Through SB 813 and current priorities

of Superintendent Honig and the SDE, the TEC Centers are being pressed to become

part of this curriculum improvement effort by providing more staff development

resources combining content and instructional methodology in all areas of the

curriculum. Given the relatively minor role that the TEC Centf.s have had in

curriculum so far, accomplishing this will require a significant change of

direction. The recent effort by many TEC Centers to offer more computer

training that is integrated with content is a natural bridge to more staff

development in curriculum.

Support and Resources Needed to Meet Challenges

In order to meet their challenges, the TEC Centers should consider in-

creasing their efforts in certain areas by redirecting a portion of their total

allocation to such activities, especially curriculum and capacity-building ser-

vices. It was evident during 1983-84 that the TEC Centers needed additional

funds to accomplish their mission. The Legislature responded to this need and

appropriated an additional $5.1 million for 1984-85, giving the TEC Center pro-

gram a total allocation of $11.78 million. While the mission is so large that

it will always stretch resources to provide comprehensive staff development

services to California schools, the new allocation will enable the young TEC

Center program to grow substantially. In the judgment of the evaluators, the



following additional support and resources are now needed to enable the TEC

Center program to meet current challenges:

o Strengthening of the TEC Center network through:

- A comprehensive planning process for the network linked to

assessment of needs and priorities in each region

- A closer cooperative relationship between the SDE 4nd the TEC

Centers

- An improved data bas. to document services and training

o Recogaition by the Legislature and others of the d4nger of

overburdening the TEC Centers

o Action by the Legislature and others to increase incentives for staff

development



I. TNTRODUCTION

Authorization of 15 Teacher Education and Computer Centers' (TEC Centers,

or TCCs) to provide staff development services to teachers,and administrators

on a regional basis was codified in the Hughes-Hart Educational Reform and

Finance Act of 1983 (SB 813, Chapter 498, Statutes of 1983). The TEC Centers

are charged with providing staff development resources in all areas of the

curriculum, im instructional use of computers, and in instructional methodology

AnA with ;prodding technical assistance to support school-based staff

development programs. (See Appendix A for the statutory language.)

The Mission of the TEC Centers

The TEC Centers were ceated as part of former Governor Jerry Brown's

Investment in People Program and were originally established and funded in the

Budget Act of 1982-83. Reflecting the focus of the Investment in People Pro-

gram, the Bud,;et Act required that two-thirds of local TECC funding support

improved mathematics and science education. The codified authorization of the

TEC Centers in SB 813 removed the stipulation of a specific amount or portion of

TECC funds for mathematics and science staff development but retained an

emphasis on staff development resources in "mathematics, science, technology,

and other curriculum areas for which there are significant shortages of quali-

fied, certificated teachers." In addition to math, science, and computer

education, the TEC Centers are charged with providing staff development for

teachers and administrators across the curriculum, including reading, writing,

humanities, and the arts.

I

SB 813 authorized "15 or more" TEC Centers to be established so as "to provide
staff development resources to all parts of the state." An initial decision
was made to establish 19-centers. However, the original 19 TEC Centers were
consolidated into 15 by the incorporation of 4 L.A. County TEC Centers into 1.
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The emphasis on computer education is integral to the TECC mission. The

Investment in People initiative made a strong case for upgratUng the computer

use skills of California students since future life-styles will be heavily

influenced by the computer. Computer literacy training for both teachers and

students was identified as a way to meet this need.

The reference to the problem of teacher shortages in certain areas of

the curriculum conveys a legislative intent that, in addition to providing

resources for professional development, the TEC Centers should also be engaged

in retraining of teachers to help solve the problem of teacher shortages in

areas such as math and science. This retraining component of the TECC mission

requires staff development resources that are much more intensive than those

needed to promote professional development of teachers in areas in which they

are already qualified.

Each TEC Center was made responsible for the staff development functions

formerly addressed by the Professional Development and Program Improvement

Centers and the School Resource Centers. These functions include training in

elements of effective instruction and provision of resources to build school

site capacities for self-sustaining staff development.

The teaching methodology TEC Center function is a major carry-over service

from activities of the Professional Development and Program Improvement Centers.

Research on instructional strategies associated with improved student achieve-

ment is used to design training for teachers in motivation and learning theory,

specific strategies for diagnosing student learning needs, prescription of

appropriate learning basics, and reinforcing, monitoring, and adjusting of

student progress. Central to the TEC Centers' delivery of instructional

methodology training is the training-of-trainers concept, whereby trainees later

become trainers themselves and provide classroom follow-up to other teachers.

18



Another aspect of the TECC mission is the integration of the direct

training function with a capacity-building function. The TEC Centers must be

responsive not only to short-term staff development needs by making appropriate

training resources available buc also to the long-term need to empower local

staff to plan and conduct their own staff development programs. During the past

year, the TEC Centers assumed responsibility for the administration of NB 551

programs, the major goal of which is to provide small grants to schools for

their own staff development activities. The capacity-building functions of the

TEC Centers as set forth in SB 813 include the following:

o Assessment of school staff development needs;

o Development of school staff development plans;

O Cost-effective use of existing resources;

O Evaluation of local programs;

o Awarding of staff development program grants pursuant to Article 1 of

Ali '51 and evaluation of their use.

The goal of creating partnerships between the TEC Centers and other staff

development providers, institutions of higher education (IHEs), and with the

privato sector is another important part of the TECC mission. SB 813 stipu-

lates that local TEC Center -governing boards (policy boards) have at least one

representative from IHEs and from business and industry.

[n- service training for elementary and secondary teachers has historically

been provided though individual enrollment in postsecondary courses in IHEs.

Connections to the teaching process and sustained relationships for improved

instruction were presumed but rarely played out. The TEC Centers were encour-

,wed from their inception to develop closer cooperative relationships with IHEs.

The TEC Centers were located to reflect the general attendance areas of The

California State University system (see Figure 1.1).
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Figure 1.1,--TEC CENTER SITES

TEC CENTERS

TEACHER

EDUCATION/COMPUTER'

CENTERS

15 REGIONS

*San Mateo Soff.ware Library and Clearinghouse

**Math Teacher Retraining Program
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The TEC Centers were also encouraged to identify and procure resources- -

both financial and instructionalfmn business and industry. Because the

private sector is considerabi,,, inore sophisticated in computer technology and

richer in resources than the educational community, the TEC Centers were

encouraged to idereify and pursue private sector resources.

While r', TECC mission is broad and complex, the overall intent is to

prov; srAe coherence in the content and delivery of staff development while

:jr t;te same time allowing for considerable regional flexibility. Decision-

making authority over each TEC Center is shared by regional policy boards and

executive boards, but the legislation also gives the State Department of Educa-

'tion (SUE) a strong overall leadership role in the TECC program. Each TEC

Center is given the charge of coordinating a major portion of all staff devel-

opment activities within each region and particularly to mobilize and coordinate

staff development resources and activities in colleges and universities and in

business and industry.

Historical and Current Context of the TEC Centers

A variety of staff development programs have operated concurrently in

California over the past 10 to 15 years. Falling under the general rubric of

teacher assistance centers, Federal Teacher Centers, School Resource Centers,

and Professional Development and Program Improvement Centers have provided a

setting and context for teachers a:i schools to have access to resources,

receive training, and build school site capacity for their staff development

activities.

Federal Teacher Centers were originally funded under federal legislation

(PL 94-842/1976) and subsequently folded into the block grant (Chapter 2 of

the Education Consolidation and Improvement Act). in California, seven centers

were' funded for the 1983-84 school year. The starting point of Federal Teacher

5
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Center staff development activities is teacher needs, r:,ther than training

packages or curriculum implementation efforts. Teachers are both clients and

providers of training, and the agencies broker other staff development services

which they cannot provide themselves.

School Resource Centers, funded under state legislation (Article 2 of

AB 551/1977), assisted school personnel with staff development activities

designed to improve the instructional process, human development, and counseling

skills. Like the Federal Teacher Centers, a collaborative governance structure

was adopted to meet general center objectives to assist schools in planning,

implementing, and evaluating local staff development programs (initially in

Article 1 schools). School Resource Centers helped schools with needs assess-

ment, curriculum, and training of trainers and leadership training in an effort

to promote and improve school site staff development activities.

Professional Development and Program Improvement Centers (PDP1Cs), also

funded under state legislation (AB 4151/1968 and AB 920/1974), were designed

specifically to strengthen the instructional techniques of classroom teachers.

Initially, they served grades K-8 and were later extended to K -12. Operating

with the assistance of advisory boards, these centers served teachers, aides,

and administrators with teaching and instructional improvement programs in

reading and mathematics. Diagnostic and prescriptive instruction, clinical

supervision, follow-up, and administrative involvement were key features of the

approach.

The TECC initiative was intended to incorporate these earlier programs

into a single statewide system for providing staff development on a regional

basis. The dominant focus of each approach was folded into the new initiative,

and new agencies were built in areas where none existed before. The character

of each TEC Center builds on and reflects the staff development legacy within

6



the region. While most regions historically had been served by some form of

staff development center, several regions had not had such agencies; thus,

their configuration represents a wholly new organization.

Although the TEC Centers now have a great deal of visibility as well as

a very significant role in providing staff development to school personnel,

there are a variety of other major statewide staff development programs and

many local programs operated at the county, district, and school levels. To

keep the TECC effort in perspectiVe, it is instructive to note that TECC staff

housed in county offices of education are often greatly outnumbered within

their own county offices by other staff development provideAs with other

responsibilities. Major statewide staff development programs other than the

TEC Centers include the Special Education Resource Network (SERN), the Bilingual

Teacher Training Programs, and the Centers for Educational Improvement Network.

Each of these agencies has responsibilities that are teiatively distinct from

those of the TECC program.

Organization and Governance of the TEC Centers

The TEC Centers are located to reflect the general attendance areas of The

California State University campuses, which results in a geographically diverse

network spanning county lines. Profiles of the 15 TEC Centers portraying their

diversity are shown in Table 1.1. Figure 1.2 depicts the approximate number of

Leachers within each TECC region. County superintendents in each designated

TECC re,,:ion select one of their county offices as the local education agency

(LEA) to house the TECC operations. In regions where there are multiple county

offices, the superintendents have the option of establishing an executive board

-wrvo as a forum for resolving problems and reviewing policy issues.

TEC Centers are governed by policy boards, composed of a majority of

teachers. Policy boards work with TECC staff to set service priorities and

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 1.1

PROFILES OF THE 15 TEC CENTERS

TECC county
region /LEAs

, Number of
professional

staff (in FTE)

General fund
support

for 1983-84
Number of
counties

Number of
teachers

(approximate)

1. Humboldt 2.80 $ 227,845 2 1,025

2. Tehama 4.10 331,325 9 3,824

3. Marin 3.00 315,576 6 7,465

4. Sacramento 3.80 312,544 11 10,565

5. San Francisco 2.50 228,046 1 2,580

6. Alameda 3.05 323,279 2 12,257

7. Stanislaus 2.00 312,770 7 8,173

8. Santa Clara 3.00 378,833. 5 16,985

9. Ventura 5.58 298,497 3 7,260

10. Kings 4.40 313,475 3 8,019

11. Kern 4.00 308,068 3 4,046

12. Los Angeles 14.40 1,516,642 1 50,925

13. Riverside 4.00 413,578 2 12,769

14. Orange 4.50 352,186 1 13,721

15. San Diego 4.00 390,968 2 14,144
/

8
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Figure 1.2

APPROXIMATE NUMBER OF TEACHERS IN EACH TECC REGION, 1983-84

This map shows the approximate

number of teachers within each of

the TECC regions for 1983-84

1 FEWER THAN 4,000

4,000 TO 10,000

10,000 TO 17,000

OVER 50,000
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coordinate with LEAs to oversee TECC functions. Policy boards also have the

responsibility, with the concurrence of the county office of education acting

as the LEA, to adopt a center budg &.t and plan and to select cener staff.

The Superintendent of Public Instruction has final authority for the TEC

Center program. Responsibilities of the SuperintendeL and the SDE include

designation of the TECC regions, with the advice of county superintendents;

approving center plans and authorizing allocation of funds to the centers;

facilitating communication amoig the centers; and evaluating the effectiveness

r.

of the centers. The SDE has assigned consultants to assist TEC Center personnel

and members of policy boards and executive boards. The Superintendent also

has the authority to set aside money from the total TECC allocation to fund

exemplary, projects and support services.

TEC Center funding is based on an average daily attendance (a.d.a.)

formula and for 1983-84 included a basic operating budget ($205,000) and

regional geographic adjustments based on the percent of total state water and

land mass within each region. The purpose of the geographic adjustments is to

give consideration to variation in travel costs. The 1983-84 statewide budget

for the TECC program was $6.68 million. Of this totals $6.04 million was

allocated to the centers. The remainder was reserved to support a software

clearinghouse and a math retraining project.

Staff Development Services of the TEC Centers

Staff development services of the TEC Centers cover three major areas:

o Training for classroom teachers and school staff

o Technical assistance to support school-based staff development programs

o Instructional use of computers

10 26



The training function of the TEC Centers includes both content (i.e.,

curriculum) and methodology (i.e., pedagogy). SB 813 stipulates that TECC

training should include:

o Activities to promote the principal's ability support instructional

improvement and the teacher's ability to diagnose learning needs

o The development of program content

o The use of multiple instructional approacLes

o The use of student assessment data

In the area of assistance to support locol staff development programs,

the TEC Centers are responsible for awarding and overseeing AB 551 grants

to schools within their regions. Technical assistance is also provided for

other site-based staff development programs, including school improvement,

categorical programs, and district-developed activities. A central goal of

these activities is to empower local staff to provide their own training and

renewal programs on an ongoing basis. This objective is pursued through

direct and referral services to other agencies and consulting servicea to

assist individual school staffs to plan, implement, and evaluate their own

programs of staff development.

Each TEC Center was charged with providing acomputer demonstration center

to support the acquisition of computing skills by, teachers and administrators.

School staff are trained in:

o Use of computers as teaching aids

o Criteria for school acquisition and use of computer equipment and

software

The evaluation of computer-related materials

o Methods of integrating the use of computers into the routine activities

of the classroom
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To support TECC computer demonstration center activities, $127,200 was

set aside from the total TECC budget for 1983-84 for the San Mateo Software

Library and Clearinghouse to provide support to the TEC Centers. TECC staffs

are trained in software evaluation, establishment of software evaluation train-

ing programs, and methods of integrating software into classroom instruction.

An additional $508,800 was set aside from the TECC budget for 1983-84 to

support a math and science teacher retraining project to be coordinated out

of Los Angeles County. This project coordinates college and university

content training with TECC instructional methodology to facilitate retraining

of math and science teachers.

Contents . the Report

This report presents the evaluation of the effectiveness of the TEC

Centers, as required im SB 813, for 1983-84. Chapter II presents the methodol-

ogy of the study, including evaluation issues and questions, the study design,

and the instruments and procedures used. Chapter III summarizes the major

findings and implications, including suggestions for support and resources

needed to meet challenges.
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II. DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY

Overview

Education Code Section 44680.07 (SB 813) reqcires the Superintendent to

submit an annual evaluation report on the TEC Centers to the State Board of

Education, the Legislature, and the Governor. The evaluation is required to

address "the effectiveness of the centers in providing, and assisting in, staff

development." This report describes the major accomplishments and challenges of

the TEC Centers at this time and suggests the types of a4ditional support and

resources that are needed for the centers to meet their challenges. It provides

information on the status of staff development activities of the TEC Centers

including the number and types of training and services provided. To some

extent it also portrays variations between the TEC Centers in regional priori-

ties and goals, staffing patterns, and major accomplishments. This evaluation

was conducted by a team from the Special Studies and Evaluation Reports unit in

the Program Evaluation and Research Division. Primary audiences for the evalua-

tion are the State Board of Education, the Legislattire, the Governor, the

Superintendent and the SDE, and the TEC Centers.

Evaluation Design

Evaluation issues and questions were identified through discussions with

TEC Center directors and with legislative and SDE staff. These issues cover

tour general areas: (1) the mission and resources of the TEC Centers; (2)

services and training provided by the TEC Centers; (3) staff development

,;trAtegies rind models used by the TEC Centers; and (4) the TEC Centers as a

regional staff development network.
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Issues Identified by Legislative Staff

Legislative staff expressed a strong interest in and support for the TEC

Centers as a delivery system for staff development. There was a general

acknowledgement that the TECC mission is both broad and bold, perhaps overly

ambitious given the structure and level of funding of the TECC network. Legis-

lative staff were interested in understanding more about the actual operation of

the TEC Centers and in knowing what needs to be done to support accomplishment

of the broad TECC mission. The major issues and questions generated by

legislative staff are shown below.

Mission and Resources of the TEC Centers

The questions raised about the mission and resources of the TEC Centers

were the following:

o How do different parts of the mission relate?

o What has happened to the original mission of providing regional

support under AB 551 and other local staff development missions?

o Are resources adequate?

o How has the emphasis on computers taken away from the original

mission?

o Why is so much time devoted to computers?

o Are demand and oversubscription of services leading to dilution?

o How can TECCs be involved in the curriculum reform movement?

Staff Development Strategies

The primary questions posed about staff development strategies were the

following:

o Are TECCs doing enough under the requirements of AB 551?

o Is training of trainers the most efficient model?

o How can we provide for followup to training?

14
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o What is the impact of services?

o What is the quality of brokered services?

Do teachers know about TECCs?

What are the TECCs doing about teacher shortages?

TECCs as a Regional Staff Development Network

The major questions raised regarding TECCs as a regional staff development

network were as follows:

o What is the authority of county superintendents?

How is the SDE involved?

Is the loose network without requirements working?

o Are there enough TECCs?

How should the system be expanded?

o Should the distr..bution of money among the centers be changed?

o Does it make sense to have TECC regions organized around CSU?

How can more involvement of IHEs be promoted?

o How can dissemination of successful efforts to other TECCs be promoted?

o Where are the successful instances of private sector support and

how can they be promoted?

Issues Identified by TECC Directors

TECC directors were asked to identify the major issues that should be

studied in depth for the evaluation. Below are some of the questions and issues

su,4gested by the directors:

o What service delivery strategies have the greatest impact (e.g., mass

training vs. capacity building)?

o What' can be done to increase incentives for staff development and

to promote LEA staff development plans?

o How can computers be better integrated with curriculum?
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o Should there be uniform needs assessments for all TECC regions?

o Should services be mostly planned or conducted in response to specific

requests?

o What are successful strategies for developing partnerships with IHEs and

private sector agencies? How much are TEC Centers doing this?

o Hoc .1n TEC Centers collaborate with other staff development agencies?

o Are our clients being reached? How is the word getting out?

o How should we measure effects on participants?

o What variation exists among TECC regions in staffing patterns

and types of training provided?

Evaluation Issues and Sample Areas of Inquix-y

Based on a synthesis of issues identified through the interviews, the

following general issues and sample areas of inviry were identified:

1. The Mission and Resources of the TEC Centers

o Analysis of SB 813, legislative intent and expectations

o Local planning and needs sensing

o Priorities and goals of individual centers

o Staffing patterns and budget allocations

o Role and activities of the TEC Centers in providing staff develop-

ment resources in instructional methodology, mathematics, and

science

o Role and activities of the TEC Centers in providing assistance

_. in site -baseH at tevettipmentprograrte---

o Role and activities ..of the TEC Centers in providing training in

computers

o Role and activities of the TEC Centers in relation to shortages

of qualified teachers in certain curriculum areas
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2. Services and .Training Provided by the TEC Centers

o Analysis ar.d summary of data-based documentation of services

and training

o Characterization of training in mathematics, science, 'other

areas of the curriculum, computers, and instructional methodology

o Description of master calendars of individual centers and

procedures used to publicize training and. services

o Activities in support of AB 551 programs and other site-based

staff development programs

3. Staff Development Strategies and Models Used by TEC Centers

o Policies and practices of individual centers in relation to

scope and sequence of training

o Procedures and outcomes of local evaluation efforts

o Activities of the TEC. Centers in developing state-of-the-art

staff development models

o Relative emphasis on direct training and on capacity-building

approaches, such as training of trainers and support of site-based

staff development programs

4. The TEC Centers as a Regional Staff Development Network

o TEC Centex activities in brokering and networking with other

staff development resources

tha-pr-lx.sta---sar..tar-r-and--Gavezt-staff

development agencies

o Relationships among the 15 TEC Centers

Statewide resources In support of the TEC Centers
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Sources of Information

Sources of information for the evaluation included site visits, interviews,

a survey, document reviews, and an analysis of services and training reported

by the TEC Centers. An overview of the sources of information for the evalua-

tion is shown in Figure 2.2. The study team conducted one-day site visits to 11

of the 15 TEC Centers and the Software Clearinghouse which included personal

interviews with center directors and other staff. Telephone interviews were

conducted with the directors of the four centers not included in site visits

and with five policy board chairpersons. Personal interviews were also con-

ducted with SDE and legislative staff, staff of the Office of the Legislative

Analyst, and staff of the Department of Finance.

Documentation of TEC Ce:tter training. The instrument used to document TEC

Center training was streamlined from the instrument used by the TEC Centers to

describe service delivery during their first year of implementation (1982-83).

The original instrument included sections on teaching methodology and training

workshops and on computer hardware and software. The sections on resource

brokerage and capacity building were judged to be burdensome and unreliable and

thus were deleted from the instrument in 1983-84. The sections on computer

hardware and software were retained, but the information submitted by the

centers for these sections was so incomplete and in such varied formats that the

information could not be analyzed. Therefore, the documentation data presented

in this report are limited to those submitted under the training activities of

T-E-Goatasliwadocumentation instrument continues

to be a matter of concern to SDE and TECC staff. In its present form, the

instrument is both cumbersome and open to interpretation in terms of how entries

are classified. A committee of SDE and TECC staff are working during the summer

of 1984 to improve the instrument.
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Fifpre 2.2

SOURCLS OF INFORMATION

o Site Visits

One-day visits to 11 of the 15 TEC Centers and the
Software Clearinghouse, including personal inter-
views with center directors and other staff

o Telephone Interviews

With directors of four centers not included in site
visits and as follow-up to site visits

With five policy board chairpersons

o Interviews with SDE and Legislative Staff, Staff of
the Office of the Legislative Analyst, and Staff of
the Department of Finance

o Attendance at Meetings of TEC Center Directors

o Evaluation Survey

Math and science

AB 551

o Data Base Documentation of Services and Training

- Number and type of training activities provided
from February 1983 to February 1984

o Document Analysis

Master calendars and trainin announcements

Local and statewide planning and policy documents

Local evaluation studies
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Teaching methodology and training workshops were defined as "organized

workshops and formal training sessions which were routinely not adapted for

particular audiences." For categorization ease, activities were subdivided by

focus on curriculum, instruction, 4nstructional supervision, school management,

computer use, and other kinds of teaching practices. Content types were defined

as follows:

o Curriculum ("what is being taught, with what instructional materials")

o Instruction ("how something is taught")

o Instructional supervision ("the observation and management of

educational experiences by individuals")

o . School management ("leadership and schoolwide problem-solving

capabilities")

o Computer use ("instruction in computer technology")

o Other ("anything which doesn't fit into the first five categories")

Information presented in this report on number and types of training

workshops provided by the TEC Centers is based on figures reported for the

period February 1983 to February 1984. (See Appendix B for instructions on

completing documentation forms for teaching methodology and training workshops.)

Interviews with TECC directors and staff. Interviews with TECC directors

and staff were the most informative procedure used in this study in terms of

providing a perspective. on,service delivery as well as the accomplishments and

challenges of the TEC Centers. At 'Ile ( f`,0 study team hoped to visit each

of the 15 TEC Centers to conduct personal intt,v. ,,ith the directors. Due to

time and travel constraints, four of the directors were interviewed by telephone

using a shortened version of the personal interview guide. Personal interviews

lasting up to four hours were conducted with directors of 11 of the TEL Centers.

Where possible, personal interviews were also conducted with other TECC staff,
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most often with staff responsible for computer training and for AB 551 programs.

(see Appendix B for the interview guides.) An interview was also conducted with

the Software Clearinghouse director and staff.

Interviews with policy board chairpersons. Telephone interviews of

approximately 30 minutes each were held with five policy board chairpersons.

The focus of these interviews was on governance issues, priority setting, and

resource allocation.

Evaluation survey on math, science, and AB 551. A special evaluation

survey was designed and sent to TECC directors in the spring of 1984 as an

additional data collection activity. The purpose of the survey was to obtain

information on the extent of TECC training and services in support of math,

science, atfd AR 551. The curriculum portion of the training documentation

instrument did not differentiate specific curriculum areas. Given the impor-

al

tance of math and science in the overall TECC mission, it seemed worthwhile

to request information on these areas. The survey also provided an opportunity

to obtain the perspectives of TECC directors on the need for their centers to

provide more math and science staff development and on the activities of other

staff development agencies in these areas.

,Since the administration of AB 551 programs 1.4 now the responsibility of

the TEC Centers, the ,SDE has relatively little information on the nature and

effectiveness of site-level staff development programs supported by AB 551

grants. The portion of the survey on AB 551 inquired about the focus of local

program, the amount of TECC staff time devoted 551-;---The-imp-set-of--4ecen-

tralized administration of AB 551, and the adequacy of current evaluation

Activities. (See Appendix C for the evaluation survey instrument.)
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III. MAJOR FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS

In this chapter the major findings from the evaluation study and their

implications for the TECC program are presented. The organization of the

chapter reflects the emphases of the study. First, an overview of TEC Center

training activities during 1983-84 is provided, followed by major sections on

computer training and math and science staff development. Next are sections

on AB 551 and on TECC support services, including the software clearinghouse

and retraining activities. These are followed by discussions on staff develop-

ment strategies and delivery models and on organizational relationships involv-

ing the TEC Centers. Finally, a summary of major accomplishments and challenges

of the TEC Centers is presented.

Overview of TEC Center Training, 1983-84

Most of the statistical information presented in this chapter pertains to

the training activities of the centers. TECC directors were asked to describe

each workshop (or course) by the level of the offering, the number and type of

participants, and staffing arrangements. Training workshops and courses were

broken down by course levels described as introductory (awareness level),

advanced (application level), or training of trainers. Training was reported in

the following six content areas: curriculum, instruction, instructional super-

vision, school management, computer use, and "other." These content areas were

not discrete. In many cases, the content of courses overlapped categories.

110WPV t9 049sifY courses by their primary

content.
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Training in the Six Content Areas

During the year (February 1983 to February 1984), the TEC Centers reported

offering a total of 2,466 courses representing a total of 28,711 training hours.

There were a total of 68,726 reported participants in these training sessions.

Reported statistics on training within the six content areas are given

in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Note that the greatest portion of TECC training activity

(nearly two-thirds) is devoted to computer use. Computer training is discussed

in detail in the next section. The area of instruction accounts for the next

largest portion (about 18 percent) of total TECC training activity in terms of

total number of training hours. In contrast, the curriculum area accounts for

approximately 10 percent of total training time.

There is considerable v ion in intensity of training (i.e. , length of

courses) across content areas. Note in Table 3.2 that the average number of

hours per course was 11.2 for computer use, 9.7 for curriculum, and 17.3 for

instruction. Training in instructional supervision was by far the most ititen-

sive, averaging 24 hours per course, even though this area accounted for a

relatively small portion of total TECC training activity.

Of the 292 total curriculum courses reportedly offered, approximate.:.y 70

percent were offered at an introductory level. These introductory courses

lasted approximately 5.4 hours each. Approximately 24 percent were at an

advanced level, averaging 19.8 hours per course. Six percent were labeled

"training-of-trainers" and averaged 17.6 hours per course.

Much of the training effort within the curriculum area was_devoted_to

math and science. These areas are discussed in detail in a later section of

this chapter. However, in order to provide a flavor of some of the curriculum

courses offered, we have listed in Table 3.3 titles of some of the more popular

curriculum courses in terms of numbers of participants.
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Table 3.1

Summary of TEC Center Training, 1983-84

Training area
Number of
workshops,.

Total
number of
sessions

Total
number of
hours

Total
number of

participants

Curriculum 292 665 2,839 9,047

Instruction 295 986 5,111 8,712

Instructional
supervision 54 232 1,298 1,137

Management 142 237 1,095 3,652

Computer use 1,612 7,465 18,102 43,918

Other 69 80 264 3 2,222

Total* 2,466 9,666 28,711 68,726

*Totals may differ slightly from the sum of the columns due to
missing classification information in the TEC Center documentation
data base.

Table 3.2

Summary of TEC Center Training (Averages), 1983-84

Training area
Average number per workshop,

Sessions Hours Participants

Curriculum 2.3 9.7 31.0

Instruction 3.3 17.3 29.5

Instructional supervision 4.3 24.0 21.1

Management 1.7 7.7 25.7

Computer use 4.6 11.2 27.2

Other 1.2 3.9 32.2

Total 3.9 11.7 27.9
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Table 3.3

A Sample of TEC Center Curriculum Training, 1983-84

Selected titles
'4.11011

Science Symposium
Math Their Way
Remedial Math_

Instrumental Enrichment Awareness
Teaching Writing: A

Practical Process
Aide Training

Holiday Art
Latin America
California Math Follow-up

. Spelling
Project Wild
Project Earth

Elementary Reading

TEC Center training activities in the other major content areas (instruc-

tion, instructional supervision, school management, and "other") were not

studied in depth during this evaluation. The instruction and instructional

supervision areas are extremely important parts of the overall TECC mission and

a major carry-over from the PDPICs. The lack of in-depth information on these

areas in this report in no way reflects on their importance as TEC Center staff

development services. The recent resurgence of interest in improving the

curriculum has called for increased staff development resources in the curricu-

lum areas and for new staff development strategies that combine content and

methodology training. Many TECC directors told us that they are currently

re-examining some of their approaches to training "n this light.

\L-2112.1LiaAmoatUlsSentersiaminiod

There is considerable variation among the 15 TEC Centers in the number

and length of courses provided in each training area. In training in curriculum

the median number of courses offered was 15, and the range was from 0 to 60.

The average length of curriculum courses was 8.7 hours, with a range from 1 to

40 hours. Figures on the variation in training, by major area, are shown in

Table '1.4.

One center provided all of its training in the computer area, staLtng

that curriculum and instruction were adequately covered by other staff
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development providers, especially in the county offices. Two other centers

provided more training in instruction than in any other area, and one center

divided its training activity approximately evenly among the areas of curricu-

lum, instruction, and computer use. What is not yet known is whether the

variation among the centers represents regional differences in staff development

needs.

Table 3.4

Variation in Number and Length of Courses

Number of courses Course len th In hours
Median Range Median Range

Curriculum 15 0-60 8.7 1-40

Instruction 13 0-87 18.7 5-29

Computer use 88 9-356 10.6 4-34

Computer Training

The TEC Centers, which began with a strong technical emphasis through

former Governor Brown's Investment in People program, have continued to provide

services and training dominated by computer-related offerings. In terms of

total TEC Ceater training, total hours, and total number of participants,

computer activity accounts for nearly two-thirds of the system output. The

sheer numbers are impressive for a statewide system which was only beginning to

organize itself in the fall of 1982: during the 1983-84 school year 1,612

training sessions were conducted consisting of 18,100 hours for 43,C18 partici-

pants. There is no doubt that the TEC Centers have scored a major accomplish-

ment in that they have made great progress toward bringing computer awareness

and skills to California teachers. In addition to training activities all

centers provide consultation in computer software and hardware and general
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assistance to LEAs in instructional use of computers, including administration

of AR 551 programs, the majority of which are computerrelated. In this section

we discuss the nature of the TEC Center computer offerings and present a dis-

cussion of a variety of issues related to future TEC Center computer activity.

TEC Center Training, 1983-84

Shown in Table 3.5 are the figures for TEC Center training broken down

by introductory level, advanced level,. and training -of --trainers. Close to 90

percent of the training was offered in computer awareness or introductory

programmlag. While it might appear that the need for awareness and introductory

training should soon decrease, the center directors see no such trend in the

next few years. As one director told us, "Computer training demand was limited

by the' number of staff/trainers. We trained 2,500 teachers in a six-month

period we could double that number with more staff.' In the short run at

least, the sheer number of teachers, the propensity for teachers to repeat an

awareness-level training, and the ever changing microcomputer industry are

factors which will keep awareness-level demand high. However, a more appro-

priate role for the TEC Centers would be to devote more of their resources

to t,gher level computer training, shifting some of the responsibility for

awareness training to districts and other training cadres.

To provide a sense of the types of training offered by the centers, we

present in Table 3.6 a sample of titles of TEC Center offerings in the computer

area. The classification into the categories of awareness/introduction,

applications, curriculum, programming, hardware/software, and other is our own

and is devised to reflect the variety of offetings. Note that our assignment to

a particular category was based on the title of the course and not on a content

analysis. Furthermore, the number of entries in each category does not reflect



the distribution of offerings of all courses. Nonetheless, the table does

accurately portray the range of computer .raining.

Table 3.5

TEC Center Computer Training, 1983-84

Training
activity

Number of
workshops

Total 1

number of
sessions

Total
number of

hours

Total
number of

participants

Computer (awareness)
and introductory
programming 1,408 6,253 15,155 37,972

Advanced programming
and applications 168 1,062 2,193 5,101

Training-of-trainers 31 144 735 761

Total* computer use 1,612 7,465 18,102 43,918

.......

*Totals may differ slightly from the sum of the columns due to missing
classification information in the TEC Center documentation data base.

The clients for computer training include elementary teachers, secondary

teachers, school administrators, classified personnel, and others such as county

and district staff. Shown in Table 3.7 is a count of these types of clients.

Participant data were not always collected, accounting for the large number

in the "unknown" category.

The computer training was conducted by instructors from a variety of

affiliations: 23 percent for the TEC Center staff; 15 percent-from county

office staff; 14 percent from district office staff; 19 percent from school

staff; 13 percent from IHEs, and 16 percent representing other affiliations.

These numbers demonstrate that the TEC Centers have built up a network of

computer trainers within their regions. These cadres of tr& aers were estab-

lished, trained, and nurtured by TEC Center staff computer specialists who are
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dedicated full-time to computer activities. The computer area is unique in this

"dedicated" staffing--there are generally no full-time specialists in the math

and science areas', for example. The training-of-trainers activity is formalized

in most TEC Center regions and, by virtue of the large numbers of training

sessions, functioning reasonably well.

&SAW .-.-7f1MOMMCS-W 011,,aN

Awareness/
intro-
duction

Table 3.6

Sample of TEC Center Computer Training, 1983-84

Appli- Program-
cations Curriculum min

Hardware/
software Other

Microcom-
put,!r

Awareness

Microvom-
puLer

Literacy

Introduc-
tion to

Micro-
computer

introduc-
t ion to

Apple

Introduc-
tion to
Titi7-80

Overview

Word
Processing

Electronic
Spread

Sheet

Multiplan

Personal
File

Data Base
Management

Practical
Uses of
Micro-

! computer

Mitro-
computers
in Science

Mathematics
Lab

Micro-
computer

Reading
Lab

Micro-
computers
in Social
Studies

Computer
Spelling

BASIC

PASCAL

Assembly
Language

LOGO

Advanced
Program-
ming

Critical Authoring
Thinking & Language
Computers

CORVUS Micro-
Presenta- computer
tion Planning

Software Micro-
Review computer

Staff

Develop-
ment

Computer Training-
Mainte- of-

nance Trainers

Public
Domain
Software
Selection

Use MECC-
Elementary

Use MECC-
Secondary

Telecom -

munica-
tions

Informa-
tion
Proces-
sing

COPY AVAILABLE
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Table 3.7

TEC Center Computer Trainees, 1983-84'

Type Number Percent

Elementary teachers 9,658 22

Secondary teachers 8,780 20

Administrators 2,634 6

Classified 1,756 4

Other 7,902 18

Unknown 13188 30

Total 43,918 100

Some Important Issues

While the TEC Centers have responded rapidly, professionally, and effec-

tively to the challenge of providing training in the computer area, there are

a number of issues which should be discussed as the centers enter their third

year of training. With the additional mandateqopelled out in SB 813 and a

sizeable budget augmentation this year, there are strong competing alternatives

to current offerings. The TEC Centers should consider carefully the future

direction of their role in computer training vis-a-vis the overall mandate and

expectations for the centers. Some of the issues are discussed below:

1. Integration of computers into the curriculum. The use of computers to

improve instruction and learning within a discipline is essential if

computers are to make a contribution to education. Most of the TEC

Center directors are moving in that direction but too little progress

is being made. One center director told us that "The demand for

integrated training is starting but teachers don't Knob, the questions

to ask." Other directors believe that the demand for awareness-level

4
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training is so great that too many of their resources must go to meet

that need. One significant impediment to more integrated training is

the lack of quality software across all curriculum areas. There are,

however, SUE and legislative efforts to ameliorate this situation by

encouraging software development through grants, working with publish-

ers to encourage better software, and making available large public

domain software collections.

The TEC Centers are in a unique position to take an active role,

both collectively as a network and individually within their regions,

to develop a strategy to.encourage local development of software

(through AB 551 grants or mini-grants, for example) across all Cur-

ticlilum areas and to build trainings around these integrated packages.

2. Too much computer training? As we have noted elsewhere in this report,

there is a legislative expectation that the TEC Centers engage in a

broadly-based program of staff development for classroom teachers and

school staff. As outlined in SB 813, computer training is but one of

three primary charges to the TEC Centers (the other two are training

to support curriculum and instruction and assistance in site-based

staff development), yet the centers currently offer two-thirds of

their training in the computer area. There are several reasons why

this is so, not the least of which is client demand. Small computers

are still new and highly visible and rewarding for the TEC Centers,

and they have performed admirably. However, the pressure to impact on

instruction by improving staff development in all areas should cause

some re-thinking about the level of effort expended in the computer

area, particularly given the rather modest resources of the TEC

Centers.

4 7
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Notwithstanding the need to adjust priorities to address other

areas of responsibility, some changing directions may be.in order.

Among them are the following:

o Begin to shift the introductory and awareness level training to

the districts as local capacity building takes hold.

o Increase the focus on training-of-trainers models and other

delivery systems which support capacity building.

o Focus on the integration of computers into the curriculum as

described above.

o Begin to focus on higher level and specialized training.

3. Development of a strategic plan for TEC Center involvement in technol-

au. As the showcase for computer activity in California education,

the TEC Centers should continue to be state of the art in hardware,

software, and training. In order to remain at the forefront of tech-

nology training, the TEC Centers should no longer have awareness

training as their predominant offering in the computer area. The

development of a plan would be the beginning of a process to sift

out the priorities in the computer area and to balance these with

other staff development priorities.

Math and Science

Presented in this section is an analysis of the math and science staff

development activities conducted by the TEC Centers. Included are discussions

of: (1) the dimensions of math and science training; (2) the extent and nature

of TECC math and science training; (3) some explanations for the limited

activity in these areas; and (4) suggestions for increasing math and science

staff development.
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The TEC Centers are mandated by SB 813 to provide staff development re-

sources "in all areas of the curriculum, but especially in mathematics, science,

technology, and other curriculum areas. . . .- Prior to SB 813, the Budget Act

of 1982 charged the TEC Centers to allocate 60 percent of their resources to

math and science staff development. With these charges it would be reasonable

to expect a substantial amount of TECC training in math and science. What

we found, however, was that the TEC Centers provide very little training in math

and even lesa in science. Even more striking is the lack of demand for training

in these areas. As one TEC Center director reported to us, "Traditional staff

dc.velonme,lt methods are not sufficient to attract practicing math and science

teachers. Incentives are needed in the form of release time, stipends, and other

creative and motivational programs if we are to truly impact the quality of math

and science instruction in our schools." Later in this ,section we will develop

some themes which lend a perspective or. -aath and science activity, and we will

suggest some potential actions for increasing TEC Center activity in math and

stieece.

The Dimensions of Math and Science Trainin&

,There are basically three groups of secondary teachers for whom math and

scienre staff development should be provided: the "crossover" teachers whc

have minimal formal training in math or science; current math and science

teachers who are inadequately trained in their content area; and adequately

prepared leachers who need "retooling" in their content area. Each of these

ronw.; required a different training approach varying in intensity from a

half-day workshop to a year or more of structured training.

A recent study
2 commissioned by the San Diego TEC Center sheds some

c'n the scope of the shortage of qualified teachers in mathematics. From

Silver, Edward A. The Mathematics Teacher Shortage: An Analysis of the

Pr,thiem and Some Possible Solutions. A Report to the Policy Board of TEC

Center for San Diego and Imperial Counties. October, 1983.
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a survey of all secondary teachers in the region (the response rate was about

20 percent), Silver concludes that "In general, the data suggest that the

current group of mathematics teachers in our region is drastically underquali

fled. Nearly 50 percent of the current teachers appear to lack the minimum

qualifications for teachers of junior high school mathematics established by the

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, and almost 80 percent lack the

minimum qualifications for teachers of secondary school mathematics." Shown in

Table 3.8, from Silver's study, is rather cogent evidence that there is need

for substantial improvement in content training--47 percent of the teachers

responding to his survey have less than a math minor.

Table 3.8

Classification of a Sample of Teachers,
by Mathematics Background

(from Silver, 1983)

Mathematics background [Number of teachers (percent)

Master's Degree 19 ( 8%)
Bachelor's Degree 31 (13%)
Math Minor 71 (31%)
Less than Math Minor 109 (47%)
Not Reported 1 ( 1%)

The role of the TEC Centers as providers of training in this picture is

less clear. They are but one, and a rather modest (in terms of resources),

contributor to the solution of a problem that requires intervention on numerous

fronts. It is evident that the centers cannot provide the kind of massive

retraining necessary to dramatically improve the situation. They can, however,

continue in the tradition of the School Resource Centers and PDPICs and provide

professional development or "retooling." (A discussion of retraining in math

and science is covered in a separate section of this chapter on retraining.)
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Elementary teachers represent a largely untapped market for TEC Center

training in math and science. The demands for content are less stringent and

methodology is particularly important. While the need is overwhelming, the

TEC Centers certainly can contribute meaningful staff development in math and

science for elementary teachers.

sr

The Extent and Nature of Math and Science Training

Shown in Table 3.9 is a statewide summary of the number of math and

science workshops, the total hours of training included in the workshops, and

the total number of participants who were trained by the TEC Centers. These

tigures were compiled from the evaluation survey. Note that these figures are
11,

in conftt with data from the data base documentation instrument reported in

Table 3.,, where the total curriculum training was 292, which is less than

combined math and science figures (303) in this table. This discrepancy points

to a need to develop a more reliable documentation system.

Table 3.9

TIC Center Math and Science Training, 1983-84

sat.s airSIRNIR OW*. wr

Science

Courses 181 122

Hours 2,040 826
Participants 3,013 2,881

Between February 1983 and February 1984, the TEC Centers conducted an

average of.8.5 math workshops representing an average of 130'hours of math

training;. The median number of individuals participating in math training at

each center was 140.

During the same period of time, the TEC Centers conducted an average of

six science workshops representing an average of 27 hours of science training.
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The median number of individuals participating in science training at each

center was 84.

These numbers are in contrast to the large number of training workshops in

the computer area (see Table 3.5). In our interviews with TEC Center directors,

estimates of math workshops as a percentage of total workshops hovered around

5 percent to 10 percent of total TEC Center training; in science the figure

was closer to 5 percent, or less. The TEC Center directors feel that more staff

development in both math and science is needed. In response to our Wail survey,

11 out of 14 directors said that there is a need for their centers to provide

more staff development in math than is currently offered. All 14 directors

responding to the survey said that there is a need for their centers to provide

more science staff development.

Training workshops specifically identified as math or science tend to be

mixtures of content and teaching methodology. To provide a sense of the nature

of the math and science training, we have listed in Table 3.10 the titles of a

statewide sample of TEC Center-sponsored activities in math and science. While

this is only a surface view (and subject to interpretation vis-a-vis content),

this list nonetheless conveys a flavor of the offerings.

Particularly impressive is the math and science approach in one large

metropolitan area TEC Center. Briefly, the TEC Center director, with the

approval of the policy board, wrote requests for proposals (RFPs) to fund the

development of training programs in math and science. The RFPs were distributed

to the IHEs in the TEC Center service area and were designed to generate

cooperative relationships, drawing on the content expertise of the IHEs and the

methodology expertise of the TEC Center staff. The resulting programs are

four-day workshops targeted at the regular and/or reassigned math or science

teachers. In the case of the math program, the training was designed and is
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being run with the cooperation of the local California Math Project. University

credit is given for both the math and science programs and followup is planned

by TEC Center staff at the school site level. While the actual number of

teachers trained by these two programs is not yet great, we see this as an

example of what the TEC Centers do well: they assume the role of coordinator

and combine resources among various institutions (TECC, county, IHEs, districts,

and schools).

Table 3.10

A Sample of TECC Math and Science Trainings

Selected titles

Science }.ir
Science: Curriculum Develommt
Math Manipulatives: Their Use in Classrooms
Science on a ShoeString
Computers in the Math Curriculum
Learning Theory Research in Mat?' and Science
Advances in Biology: Molecular Biology and Recombinant DNA

Technology
Principles and Theories of Evolution in the Physical, Earth,

and Life Sciences
Mathematics Their Way
Earthquake Preparedness: A Handson Workshop
Math in the Junior/Senior High School
Science Institute FollowUp
Developing Children's Thinking through Science
.Math Improvement
Math Enrichment Modules
Genetic Engineering--A Revolution in Biology

Agencies Conducting Math and Science Training

While the TEC Centers have been given a specific legislative charge to

conduct staff development in math and science, they are but one of several

interrelated agencies providing math and science support. Shown in Table 3.11,

are the results from our mail questionnaire, in which we asked the question,

-Which agencies within your region conduct staff development in math/science,
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and approximately what percent of the total activity does each agency conduct?"

The percentage represented by the TEC Centers represents their direct contribu-

tion; however, they are often involved in the brokering of math and science

services through all of the other listed agencies.

Table 3.11

Percent of Total Math and Science Staff
Development Activities Conducted by Various Agencies

Staff development activities
Math 1 Science

Agency Percent' Number" Percent' Number"

TECC 25 13 30 11

County offices of education 20 .1 20 12

Districts 22 8 23 8

IHEs 18 7 5 5

Lawrence Hall of Szience 26 2 -- --

aPercentage figlres reported are medians and do not sum to 100
percent. A given percent represents the proportion of total
mathiscience af:tivity a particular agency conducts.

b.
Number" refers to the number of TECCs that reported a
particular agency's involvement in math/science.

Not unexpectedly, county offices of education play a predominant role in

math and science training. This reflects the historical role of the counties

in working with districts to provide training in the curriculum areas. Typic-

ally, county offices are staffed with curriculum experts (most counties have

math specialists, but only about 20 percent currently have science specialists)

who either provide training directly to districts or broker services. In

contrast, the TEC Centers are typically not staffed with either math or science

specialists (along with general staff development professionals TEC Centers
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usually have only one specialist - -in the computer area) and broker nearly all of

the content training or cooperatively sponsor training, with the TEC Center

providing the methodology component.

District offices also account for a fair share of math and science train-

ing. Medium to large districts are staffed in a manner similar to county

offices in that they often have math and science specialists to serve the

schools in their region. Again, TEC Centers are often in the role of brokering

district curriculum services.

IHEs viry from region to region in their contribution to math and science

training. In most areas where a California Math Project is funded, TEC Centers

are coperatively and generally actively involved with their local project.

This involvement can take several forms: (1) the TEC Center advertises train-

logs ,ind the California Math Project provides the trainers; (2) the TEC Center

provides the computer equipment both for the summer institute and for training

throughout the year; (3) the TEC Center cooperatively provides training and

methodology expert ise; (4) the TEC Center provides financial support to the

Calitornia Math Project. By and large, the TEC Center directors are pleased

with the projects and cite them as their primary involvement with math training.

todeed, in most TECC regions the developmental work occurring in math is con-

difcted rimier the joint auspices of the California Math Project and the TEC

Centers.

The involvement of IHEs in science staff development is considerably less

developed than in math, primarily due to the fact that as yet there is no

e;;tahlisned analog of the California Math Project. Only one TEC Center reported

4PV r4initicant activity with a local university, although two San Francisco Bay

Are.i Centers reported significant support from the Lawrence Hall of Science.
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The SDE, through its Science Education Unit, made available to the TEC

Centers 13 workshops in science education. The list of workshops included

the traditional disciplines, such as biology, chemistry, physics, and earth

science. Other workshops offered were elementary science teaching, laboratory

safety, science fairs, and integration of mathematics and science. These

offerings were intended to give the TEC Centers some popular and respected

workshops in specialized science content areas. Given the TECC mandate

to provide staff development in science, these workshops were _gested in an

attempt to be responsive to this need by quickly making available some quality

science content training, According to the manager of the SDE Science Educa-

tion Unit, the response from the TEC Centers was varied--some centers presented

most of the workshops, but most of the TEC Centers showed little enthusiasm.

While these science course offerings were never intended to prov.de the full

range of science staff development, they are nonetheless the only concrete

product offered directly to the TECCs. It is somewhat surprising, then, that

the TECCs reacted more or less apathetically to the workshops. The TECC direc-

tors offered several reasons for this, some of which point to the need for a

more cooperative relationship (between the centers and the SDE) in approaching

the overall problem of comprehensive staff development in science:

1. The TEC Center directors feel that they should have been involved

in the planning of SDE-sponsored training rather than handed the

workshops in a "top-down" fashion.

2. The SDE workshops were not funded, and the TEC Centers had to pick up

the cost.

3. Most TEC Centers are interested in the integration of computers

with science. Such workshops would guarantee a large turnout and

"capture" science teachers for additional training.
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4. The TEC Centers are looking for comprehensive staff development activ-

ities and were not satisfied with the SDE-offered "one-shot" training

workshops and "clearly know how to do them without SDE help" (even

though most of TECC training is "one-shot" and TECCs are doing very

little in science training).

We believe that the goals of the TECCs and the SDE are congruent with respect

to a comprehensive staff development process and that much progress can be made

in the next year or two by involving the TECCs directly in both the planning

and delivery of science staff development.

Why Not More Training in Math and Science?

One of the most striking findings is the relatively low level of activity

in math and science training, nbt only from TEC Centers but from other education

agencies as well. This finding emerges against a backdrop of shortages of

teachers and legislation directed to stimulate teacher training &nd production

in these areas. The extent of the shortages varies across the 15 TEC Center

regions. A preliminary study of the shortage problem conducted by the SDE

reinforces the uneven nature of the shortage. The study, The Teacher Shortage

in California: A Preliminary Analysis, states in part ". . . some areas will

experience sharp declines while others will show sharp increases in 9-12 enroll-

ments. These shifts, changes in enrollment, recently dated graduation require-

ments with their associated staffing needs, projected retirees and new teacher

demands within subject areas, will combine to provide a complex staffing problem

for seondary schools over the next ten years." The statewide picture is not

vet known, but the results of an SDE statewide survey of districts ("Survey of

Teacher Demand and Shortage, 1983-84," March 1984) should yield estimates of

Leacher shortages in all curriculum areas. The results of this survey should

prove useful for both the SDE and the TEC Centers in planning efforts in the

coming years.
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In the evaluation survey we asked directors why their centers currently

are offering less math and science staff development than is needed. To

account for why their centers are providing less math staff development than

is needed, out of 14 directors:

o Nine cited insufficient resources.

o Five cited lack of client demand.

o Five cited higher priority in other areas.

o Eight cited insufficient time to develop a plan for math staff

development.

o Six cited lack of qualified trainers.

To account for why their "enters are providing less science staff

development than is needed, out of 14 directors:

o Twelve cited insufficient resources.

o Nine cited lack of qualified trainers.

o Seven cited insufficient time to develop a plan for science staff

development.

o Seven cited higher priority in other areas.

o Five cited lack of client demand.

Based on data from a variety of sources (primarily TEC Center director

interviews and survey results), there appear to be several somewhat interrelated

reasons that the TEC Centers are providing less staff development in math and

science than is needed:

1. Lack of clie-t demand. As we mentioned earlier in this section,

teachers are not rushing to be trained in either math or science.

Elementary teachers are generally not strong in math and science

and often avoid additional training. Secondary teachers, on the

other hand, tend to identify with their specialties, are relatively



uninterested in teaching methodology, and look to their professional

organizations (in science, to the National Science Foundation) for

content training. Two comments from our survey best express the

lack of demand: "Although this area received. highest rating from

district administrators in our most recent needs survey, very few

teachers come to programs offered by TECC and counties"; and "Data

would indicate a need for additional inservice; however, teachers are

not responding in significant numbers. The need may be apparent, but

the motivation for people to attend is not."

2. Higher priority in other areas. TEC Centers are besieged with requests

for training in computers, instructional supervision, and methodology

which easily occupy their somewhat limited staff. It is natural for

the TEC Centers to do what's in high demand (i.e., computers), what

they do well, and what is widely perceived as their only mission. The

demand for computer staff development is, in the short run, inexhaust-

iblewhat time is left for other areas of staff development is a

functioi of the strength of the individual TEC Center, which is

typically not math and science.

1. Lack of qualified trainers. Although a problem for both math and

science, it is particularly acute in science. In math there is the

support of the California Math Project and a limited training cadre in

math who can instruct across a broad spectrum of the discipline. In

science there is no support analogous to the California Math Project;

and science training, as such, is not offered. There are few trained

specialists available to offer staff development in the many disci-

plines of science such as physics, chemistry, and biology.
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4. Lack of resources. Reasons 2 and 3 are clearly subsets of this reason.

Comments from two directors highlight the need: "The expectation that

a certified staff of approximately four FTE can serve the staff devel-

opment needs of educators in 11 counties with an a.d.a. of 240,000

pupils in teaching methodologies, supervision skills, computer use,

math and science is somewhat unrealistic. More resources are necessary

to adequately meet the staff development needs of so many in such a

large and diverse region"; and "Some TECCs are located in county

offices that have specialists in math/science. This TECC has no

such resource and must rely on internal staff or on district/school

staff members."

5. Insufficient time to develop a plan. Some TEC Centers, in this second

year of operation, are beginning to develop plans for math and science

training. One TEC Center director commented, echoing the theme devel-

oped above, "A written science staff development plan has just been

completed. A math staff development plan must now be done. Higher

priority has been given to computer literacy simply because of the

overwhelming number of teachers who have requested it." Eight of the

TEC Center directors reported to us that they have not yet developed a

training plan for math and science. Another TEC Center director added,

"Math and science needs an in-depth, well thought out plan with

follow-up."

Suggestions for Increasing Math and Science Staff Development

There is no simple solution to the math and science training problem.

it is a complex situation whose boundaries are not well defined and no single

act is likely to significantly alter the picture. We believe, however, that

good, solid incremental improvements are possible by instigating change on a
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number of fronts. Our recommendations emanate from our belief that the TEC

Centers can serve as one "umbrella" agency fur math and science training (at

least the "retooling" portion). It is especially important that any TEC Center

action should he coupled with a program of incentives to districts and schools

to create a professional climate of expectations for teachers in math and

sc ience.

'Following are actions that the TEC Centers and the SDE could follow and

which Wo believe would enable the TEC Centers to provide additional training

in math and science;

1. Use some of the increased allocation from the 1984-85 Budget Act to

hire math and science specialists in each TEC Center. These special-

ists would be in a unique position to provide direct services; broker

trataing; coordinate with schools, districts, counties, and the state;

and work cooperatively with other TEC Center personnel to provide

quality: staff development.

Coordinate the development of a "training-of-trainers" model backed by

sufficient state resources, support, and interest.

h Establish statewide clearinghouses or special centers for math and

science. The purposes of the clearinghouses would be: (a) to provide

a centralized resource for exemplary math and science staff development

projects; and (b) to house a collection of math and science curricular

materials.

4. Continue to create leverage for the TEC Centers to work with districts,

1HEs, and business and industry. An example of an area where agencies

are mandated to work with the TEC Centers is the California Math

Project.
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5. The SDE, through the Staff Development Unit (SDU) and the Office of

Mathematics, Sciences, Technology, and Professional Development, should

play a stronger leadership role., Probably the most important areas

involve working with the TEC Centers in the development of a strategic

plan for math and science training and coordinating statewide training

needs with local needs. The SDE could also provide regional training

sessions for TEC Center personnel in areas such as current legislation;

linkage to state level resources such as curriculum frameworks;

specialized math and science content topics; in-service training models

that will work in different types of districts; and so on.

6. Provide a variety of incentives for districts and teachers to encourage

staff development in math and science. Since, as one TEC Center direc-

tor reported to us, "many districts do not allow release time for in-

tensive staff development in math and science," ways need to be found

to strongly encourage or reward districts and teachers who participate

in training.

AB 551 School Staff Development Programs

This section includes a description and analysis of the role of the TEC

Centers in administering and providing technical assistance to school site

staff development programs funded under AB 551. It is not presented as an

evaluation of the AB 551 program per se but rather as a look at the TECC

regional staff development delivery system in administering AB 551 grants.

Background

The AB 551 legislation was enacted in 1977 (Chapter 966). It was based

on the belief that effective, ongoing staff development is necessary for the

continued vitality of the public school system. The intent of AB 551 is to
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give all those who work with students ongoing opportunities to improve instruc-

tional. counseling, and human development skills through locally designed staff

development programs. Article 1 of AR 551 authorizes school districts, with the

participation of local school personnel, to establish school-level staff devel-

opment programs. Article 2 of AB 551 funded the School Resource Centers, which

:/ere charged with, among other things, providing technical assistance to schools

receiving AR 551 grants. The responsibility for reviewing grant applications,

making grant awards, and monitoring funded programs was originally given to the

The Budget Act of 1982-83 transferred to the TEC Centers all responsibility

for A3 551 that was originally held by the School Resource Centers. In addi-

tion, responsibility for evaluating applications, awarding grants, and monitor-

ins!, local programs was transferred from the SDE to the TEC Centers. The effect

of this shift was to decentralize the administration of AB 551 programs from the

state level to the regional level. The SDE currently is responsible for setting

AR '))1 policies and for adjusting and processing all local assistance monies for

the program.

Thr, 1982-83 Budget Act stipulated that AB 551 grants should be awarded

primarily to local programs that are designed to improve instructional skills

in math, -wience, use of computers, and other areas of the curriculum in

trades seven through twelve. Program goals for 1983-84 were similar, with an

owhasis on upgrading math and science curriculum and other areas in which

clo.te Are teacher shortages.

Applicatif)ns for AB 551 funds must be based on a district-supported,

svh1)01-level staff development plan prepared primarily by classroom teachers

;Ind encompassing a three-year training vogram. Funds may be used for teacher

training (including training for substitutes), fees, and travel for training or
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for visits to exemplary programs, stipends for summer training, and the purchase

of materials. Up to 25 percent of the funds may be used for math, science, and

computer materials and equipment.

AB 551 grants are based on units of average daily attendance (a.d.a.).

The level is currently set at $4.62 per unit of a.d.a. for elementary schools

and $7.00 per upit of a.d.a. for secondary schools. Recipients of new AB 551

grants are announced in April of each year. Because of the a.d.a.-based fund-

ing formula, the successful applicants do not receive their grant monies until

Apfil of the following year (after the first principal apportionment). Counties

vary in their willingness to release funds to grantees after receiving the

announcement of grant awards from the SDE.

Current Funding Patterns

The total state allocation of AB 551 monies for 1983-84 was $3,353,902.

Six-hundred thirty-six schools located throughout the state were granted AB 551

monies for 1983-84. Of these, 179 were elementary schools and 457 were second-

ary schools. Grants ranged from $25 for a school with 3.55 a.d.a. to $25,868

for a school with 3,695 a.d.a. The average grant amount was $5,273.

In the TECC evaluation survey we asked TECC directors to report the percent

of AB 551 programs emphasizing each of several content areas. Most (77.5 per-

cent) AB 551 programs are currently devoted to computer staff development. Our

interviews with TECC directors corroborated this finding, suggesting that there

is a strong computer theme in many projects that were not listed as primarily

devoted to computer staff development. In short, AB 551 monies currently

represent a significant source of funding for computer staff development.

TEC Center Support for AB 55.1

The major activities of the TEC Centers in relation, to AB 551 programs

at this time are: (1) providing assistance to schools in preparing staff
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development plans and writing grant proposals; and (2) assisting policy boards

in the review of applications and selection of grant recipients. TECC staff

also provide technical assistance to funded projects in implementing their

staff development plans, but we encountered wide variation among the centers

in the extent to which this technical assistance is given high priority.

While a few centers devote considerable effort to assisting and monitoring

local programs, other centers have only a nominal role once the grants are

awarded. Overall, the TEC Centers reported an average of 0.33 FTE staff time

devoted to AB 551. The range was from 0.1 FTE to 1.3 FTEs.

Some Issues Pertaining to AB 551

In 1983-84 the monies for AB 551 were struck from the budget by the

Governor, then restored to the level of the 1982-83 allocation due to the

wide support for the program by TEC Centers, counties, districts, and schools.

in our interviews with TECC staff we found overwhelming acclamation for the

program. This expression of support for AB 551 was especially striking from

those MCC directors who conceded that they devote relatively little staff time

to AB 551. AB 551 is currently one of the few incentive programs for staff

development at the site level. Although site-level planning for staff develop-

ment is a major feature of the School Improvement Program (SIP), AB 551, as a

special grant program, has the added benefits of both a prestige factor and

monies (however small the amount) targeted specifically for staff development

planned by teachers. We heard from numerous TECC staff that AB 551 is struc-

Lured to capture much of the essence of good staff development. Several TEC

renters 'have established other grant programs modeled in part after AB 551.

(See also the section on "Staff Development Strategies and Delivery Models.")

AR 551 is currently the major "capacity-building" activity of the TEC

Centers. In the judgment of many people interviewed during this study (both



TECC staff and legislative staff), the goal of empowering LEAs to plan and

implement their own staff development programs is at the core of the TECC

mission, being far more challenging yet in the long run more powerful than

providing training workshops.

In the evaluation survey we inquired of TECC directors about the impact

of decentralization of AB 551 administration on their work load and on overall

program effectiveness. Directors felt that the program has benefited from

decentralization even though the TEC Center work load has increased considerably.

The following comment captures the typical response: "It has been a tremendous

impact on our work load, but the 551 funds have created a great deal of excite-

ment locally in our region. Schools greatly appreciate direct service by the

TEC Center during the complete process of application, implementation, and

evaluation. The support has led to more effective programs in the schools."

Some directors said that the work load is so great that they are unable to

provide as much technical assistance as they should. This concern is expressed

in the following comment: "It (decentralization) has encouraged TECC staff to

become much more involved in individual site planning. This enhances the TECC's

ability to spot needs and to plan for regional priorities. It also promotes

regional networking. The work load is heavy, and we are frustrated that we

cannot allocate the time required to do what should be done to support the

schools."

A number of the directors voiced dissatisfaction over receiving no funds

targeted for administration of AB 551. A portion of a center's overall budget

can of course be earmarked fcr AB 551 even though there is no specific appropri-

ation for this purpose. The lack of administrative monies to offset costs and

the heavy overall work load for the TEC Centers are two factors which help

explain the relatively small amount of time devoted to AB 551 in many (though
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not all) of the TEC Centers. It may also be that most funded projects do not

require much in the way of monitoring or technical assistance once the grant

application and the proposed staff development plan have been completed.

Since grants tend to be relatively small and to be used for computer-related

staff development, there may be little need for close supervision. We were told

that, not surprisingly, the AB 551 schools are a significant source of clients

for TKCC-sponsored workshops, primarily in the computer-use category.

As a result of. recent SAE policy, TEC Centers are currently pro'aibited

from approving AB 551 grants to schools that are receiving SIP funds unless

the funds are used at different grade levels. Because most of the SIP schools

are elementary schools, the effect of this policy may be to make AB 551 almost

exclusively a secondary school program. Other SDE policy issues of concern

to TECC directors include funding equity: should there be a floor and ceiling

in grant amounts? Since funding is based on a.d.a., small schools may receive

such small grants that it is absurd or unreasonable to expect a staff develop-

ment plan. Conversely, large schools may receive a disproportionate amount of

money for program planning and implementation.

The timing of the actual receipt of program funds by grantee schools is

another concern of the TECC directors. Due to delays in AB 551 appropriations

this year, some programs were not able to start until mid-year.

Concern was expressed by TECC directors that too little is known about

the implementation and impact of AB 551 programs. As one director remarked,

"The current AS 551 evaluation activiites are minimal at best." On the other

hand, some directors observed, and we agree, that the evaluation burden on

;1.:intee schools should not be increased since most grants are quite small.

We would expect that increased contact between the TEC Centers and AB 551
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'schools within their regions would improve the quality of programs. We concur

with the director who commented:

Evaluations of AB 551 activities are inadequate. However, no greater
evaluation burded should be placed on the recipient schools. Any
additional evaluation must be absorbed by SDE or TECC. Many AB 551
schools receive so little funding that it is impractical to ask them
to invest substantial time or resources in evaluation activities.
All too often we require/request evaluations that are dispropor-
tionate to the resources allocated for programs.

We recommend that the SDE and the TECC directors jointly develop a plan

for reviewing local program evaluation procedures and that the SDE assume

responsibility for designing an evaluation of the'AB 551 program as a whole

during the next year.

At best, AS 551 grants could be the impetus for stimulating a commitment

to staff development at the school level, for launching a planning process that

might extend beyond the funding cycle, and for providing some modest resources

as seed money to begin implementing local plans. At this point, we know rela-

tively little about how the programs actually work and virtually nothing about

any "sustained effects" of AB 551 programs. We encountered almost universal

endorsement of AB 551 because it has built into it many of the elements of what

is generally regarded as good staff development--i.e., it is an incentive,

program for staff development at the site level based on a plan developed

primarily by teachers. Given the modest funding level for the total program,

perhaps it is enough that it contains these elements, and perhaps it is tou

ambitious to expect measurable and lasting changes in teacher competencies. On

the other hand, as one of the few incentive programs for local staff develop-

ment, it is important that AB 551 be a model for what staff development can be.

fp
We feel that the program would benefit from a carefully designed study that

would examine, among other things, the overwhelming current emphasis on computer

staff development and assessments by teachers, administrators, and local

governing boards of program effectiveness.
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TECC Support Services

SB 813 sets forth a role for the Superintendent of Public Instruction in

providing a variety of programa and services to support the staff develonment

activities of the TEC Centers. At the present time the two support services

which are funded out of the total TEC Center allocation arc an educational

software library and clearinghouse and a teacher retraining project.. This

section contains a description and analysis of each of these services.

To support TECC computer demonstration center activities, $127,200 was

set aside from the total TECC budget for 1983-84 for a software clearinghouse

to secure and evaluate existing software. An additional $508,800 was set

aside for 1983-84 to support a math and science retraining project.

The Software TibrarLALEOLCharklmma

Si the provision for an educational software library and

clearingho :ssist the TEC Centers with software evaluation. However,

the need for a statewide effort for software evaluation was identified and

ft "ded by the 1982-83 Budget Act. The SMERC Library Computer Center in the

San Mateo County Office of Education was designated the statewide TECC Software

Library and Clearinghouse (SLC) by the SDE.

During 1982-83, the SLC accomplished the fo.iowing tasks: (1) the training

TEC Center staff as software evaluation specialists to train teachers in

their regions as software evaluator;; (2) construction of a resource list of

tavorably reviewed software, called the 1983 Educational Software Preview Guide;

(3) the provision of rotating collections of public and private domain software

for preview and evaluation at each TEC Center; and (4) the collection and

di ;gemination of critical evaluations of instructional -oftware for TEC Center

use. The SLC promoted software evaluation in r rwnt,:i. of additional ways. For

example, an index to journal reviews of instructional software was created as
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well as a standardized software evaluation form assessing the technical quality

of instructional software for use by the TEC Centers.

The scope of work for the SLC for 1983-84 reflected a refined and expanded

version of the original goals and accomplishments: (1) provide TEC Centers and

SDE with both rotating and permanent_: collections of instructional and management

software; (2) assist TEC Centers to establish an electronic network for easy

access to software evaluations; (3) develop a nontechnical softWare evaluation

form(s) for teachers unfamiliar with microcomputers; (4) coordinate a Softwife --

Forum for TECC staff, with emphasis on evaluating the integration of software

into classroom curriculum; (5) update the index to journal reviews; and (6)

coordinate another Spring Forum for software review and TECC staff input for

future planning activities.

The SLC has changed its emphasis from the technical review of educational

software to evaluation of the integration of software with curricular/content

areas. For example, the SLC co-sponsored workshops for special education

teachers to adapt the evaluation form to special education needs.

The SLC is continuing to use the "training-of-trainers" model to give

TEC Center staff the ability to do their own software evaluation training.

The vehiCe for this training, the yearly Software Evaluation Forum, is

considered by the TEC Centers to be one of the most valuable SLC services.

Ninety-one TEC Center staff attended the Forum in January. Another service,

the Educational Software Preview Guide, also an outcome of the Forum, provides

published indexes of good software, with particular ref,:rence to use in the

classroom.

Although the SLC services the second year included software evaluation

training, they were spread more thinly than in the prior year. The SLC func-

tioned as a liaison between the TECCs and the software publishers to encourage
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high standards for educational software; to develop use policies (especially

with regard to the copyright issues), to promote integration of software with

curriculGm, and to identify "gaps" in classroom software needs and commercial

supply. The SLC also functioned as a liaison with other education organizations

on a national level to further its information network.

SLC staff believe that the future success of their service will be based

in the T Centers' ability to coordinate or "share" educational software. More

schools are requesting software in specific subject areas, thus making the

rotating collections of SLC software mote important. Software must be dircu-

lated from one TEC Center to another so that not all TEC Centers need to buy all

the software. Commercial software is expensive, and the funds for software

purchase are limited.

The SLC has not yet been able to establish an intra-TECC electronics

network to promote a "faster turn-around" of evaluation information.

Teacher Retraining

The retraining of teachers is a statewide problem of immense, although

not clearly defined, proportions requiring action throughout all levels of the

pduoational system. There is a need for a well-defined, well-funded, multiple-

level, coGrdinated effort among key agencies, including the Legislature, the

State Department of Education, the Commission for Teacher Credentialing,

institutes of higher education, counties, districts and schools, teacher

organizat ms, the IEC Centers, and others. To provide some perspective on the

role of the TEC Centers in retraining, consider that in 1982-83 a state grant of

$481,,(HP) was made to the Los Angeles County Office (coordinated through the L.A.

TEC Center) to administer the Math Retraining Project with regional colleges and

universitioq (subsequently reallocated in 1983-84 at $508,000 for math and

science retraining). While the program trained approximately 140 teachers for
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one year, this was (and remains) the only formal retraining program involving

the TEC Center system. This retraining program was specifically targeted for

Los Angeles where there are large numbers of math and science teachers who are

teaching under emergency authorizations.

As we have described elsewhere in this report, the TEC Centers are moder-

ately staffed (approximately 4 FTEs per center) and well situated to provide pro-

tessional staff development services in curriculum, instructional supervision,

school management, and computer use. Given their mission, level of resources,

and overwhelming demand for services in some areas, it may be unrealistic to

expect a meaningful contribution in the area of teacher retraining. In other.

words, the TEC Centers are currently not constituted in such a way as to

intervene significantly in the retraining area.

The TEC Centers, however, can and do play a role in the professional

development or "retooling" of currently qualified teachers. With the education

reform movement underway and the persistent and often dramatic impact of tech-

nology on all phases of the curriculum, even the most qualified teachers can

benefit from periodic updates in both content and pedagogy.

We did not, as part of this evaluation, look closely into the Math and

Science Retraining Program. The SDE's Staff Development Unit, however, has

summarized the program's operation during 1982-83 and what follows is the pre-

sentation of its analysis. We note that the problem areas which are presented

in the analysis are addressed in the Request for Proposals for the 1984-86 Math

and Science Teacher Retraining Program.

In 1982-83, the Math Retraining Project funded four college and university

programs in the Los, Angeles area to train approximately 200 teachers with varied

mathematics backgrounds and in need of differing mathematics training and

credentials. The program was designed to provide: (1) math content courses



sufficient for teachers to pass the National Teacher Examination in mathematics

to partially qualify for an additional authorization or math content courses and

unit credits.necessary for teachers to qualify for a supplemental authorization

in math; and (2) math methodolOgy courses or workshops within a supportive

environment tor teachers.

Data from the formative evaluation of the program indicate that approxi-

mately 1/4 of the 200 initial participants completed the first year of training

(an attrition rate of 30 percent). These persons were selected from the pool of

800 applicants on the basis of their current credentials, the urgency of their

nced, and their math backgrounds. Approximately 50 percent were working toward

the supplementary authorization and the other 50 percent were seeking an addi-

tioaal authorization. The relatively high attrition rate was purportively due

n the speed and demands of, the program, the lack of systematic credential

counsel ing, and the inattention to modeling appropriate methodologies for this

partiinan group.

Co.;t at public and private iEstitutions varied, but the average cost

per participant was $3,930, with tuition, fees, and materials being paid by

t

Feedback from participants and the training institutions collected by

Lo!; Angeles County TEC Center as part of a formative evaluation indicated

five major concerns:

1. Teachers need a refresher mathematics course before entering the

prescribed math course.

The required math courses necessary for credentialing are too extensive

to he completed by participants in one year.

i. i:olLege/university mathematics methods courses do not currently

emphasize effective teaching methods related to mathematics teaching.
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4. A one-year training uodel does not allow adequate time for training

in mathematics methods.

5. Instructional methodologies appropriate for K-12 mathematics instruc-

tion need to be modeled by college/university instructors.

Staff Development Strategies and Delivery Models

SB 813 directs the TEC Centers to Trovide staff development services to

school personnel through several different modes. First, the centers are

responsible for providing training to increase the knowledge and skills of

teachers and other school personnel. Second, the centers are responsible for

providing services to better enable school staffs to plan and conduct their

own staff development activities. These services are referred to as "capacity-

building." Third, the centers are directed by SB 813 to provide computer

demonstration and training sites where teachers are trained in instructional

uses of the computer. In summary, then, the TEC Centers are responsible for

providing direct training and for providing services that are capacity-building.

There is considerable variety both within and among the 15 TEC Centers'

.n-service delivery modes as well as in the specific content of training and

services. Although all centers are engaged in providing both direct training

and capacity-building services, it is possible to describe the relative emphases

of different centers in approaches to service delivery. In this section we

examine current service delivery models in the TEC Centers in terms of their

feasibility and likely impact on the professional development of school personnel.

The TEC Centers are faced with an enormous challenge of trying to make a

major contribution to the continuing education of teachers in California with

an average of three or four full-time professional staff in each of the 15

Centers. TECC staff are caught between the pressure to do many things at a
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relatively superficial level, on the one hand, and a recognition on the other

that th'e only way they' can have a major impact is by leveraging their influence

in various ways, especially through partnerships with other agencies, through

"training-of-trainers" strategies, and through other capacity-building services.

The TEC Center directors recognize that they face two major challenges.

One is to leverage the efforts of a few people operating with relativel', small

hudv,ts. The other is to offer high quality training and services that lead to

sustained gains in knowledge and skills. The directors in'fact devoted most of

their meeting time, as well as a substantial effort outside their meetings this

past year, to developing and discussing concept papers that might guide them

toward more effective service delivery strategies. Implicit in this endeavor is

the' recognition that much of the current emphasis in service delivery approaches

is different from what staff would like it to be and how they envision it in the

future.

In our interviews and in the directors' discussions about training we

repeatedly heard criticism of single-session, large group workshops generally

referred to as "one-shot" training. This training strategy was facetiously

labeled -spray-and-pray." Nevertheless, the single-session training is a

typical delivery model, with approximately 51 percent of TECC courses during

1983-84 in this mode. Although there certainly are some topics that can be

appropriately or thoroughly covered in a single session, such topics are

typically low-level and informational instead of being directed at sustained

behavior change. It is generally agreed that the major portion of fECC re-

!,,onr,-e:; should be directed at effecting significant and sustained changes in

teaching behavior that will be reflected in student learning.

it is instructive to note that the difficulty in providing more training

of longer duration with appropriate follow-up is neither new nor peculiar to the
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TEC Centers. There is, in fact, a long-standing concern about this problem

within the staff development field. To illustrate, a study of staff development

in California done under contract to the SDE in 1979 concluded that "staff de-

velopment tends to be provided in relatively small amounts per teacher and does

not allow for sufficient follow-up to support new ideas or skills introduced

by training.

Given the large size of many TECC regions, the large number of teachers to

be served, and the overwhelming demand for training in the computer area, it is

easy to understand how the TEC Centers have been pressured to provide many

single- session courses with little follow-up. This approach is what prompted

one county official to describe the TEC Centers as "a mile wide and an inch

deep." A good deal of TECC-sponsored training is conducted by trainers working

under contract, with varying degrees of training expertise and of monitoring for

quality by TECC staff. However, we did observe wide variation among centers

in training approaches, including numbers of training sessions and sequencing of

courses. One policy board directed staff.to offer courses lasting a minimum of

nine hours. Eighty-seven percent of the training offered by that center during

the past year consisted of two or more sessions. By contrast, in another TECC

region, only 22 percent of training consisted of two or more sessions. To a

certain exte1 this variation may relate to geographic features of the regions

(e.g., distances that teachers must travel to attend courses), but the training

policy of the one center clearly made a difference in the types of courses

offered.

The level of training offered is also a matter of concern. During 1983-84,

79 percent of all courses provided by the TEC Centers were at an introductory

level.

;Recommendations for the Evaluation of Staff Development in California.

Sacramento: California State Department of Education, 1979.
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We encountered wide variation in the extent to which TECC staff were

engaged in ensuring the quality of contracted trainers and cadres of volunteer

trainers. Some cent.ers provide orientations or even intensive training to

their trainer cadres (see discussion below on "training-of-trainers" approaches)

while other centers rely on reputations of trainers for quality control. In

most instances TECC staff have little opportunity to monitor trainers closely,

but nearly all centers have workshop evaluation forms on which participants rate

the of fectiveness of both the presenter and the content. One director told us

that trainers who receive low ratings are required to attend instructional

methodology training sessions to improve their presentation skills.

Although most TEC Centers conduct a majority of their training' under

cf)ntract, most TECC staff are trainers also. At a few centers TECC staff

conduct nearly all of the training. In the long term the centers will have

to rely on trainer cadres and other leveraging activities to meet the needs

within their regions.

To 'c directors and staff have devoted a good deal of attention to a

strategy referred to as "training of trainers." This strategy, at its best,

hies a multiplier effect in which successive groups of trainers train new

'participants/trainers while at the same time maintaining the highest possible

staff development standards. Most centers have already conducted, or plan in

the near future to conduct, some type of training-of-trainers activities; and

tUere seems to be a consensus among the group that this will be a major thrust

of future TECC activity. A frequently cited example of a succcsssful trainer -

r)f- trainers effort is the Effective Classrooms Training program, which was

originally sponsored by the SDE and is now offered through several TEC Centers.

One center director who has taken the lead in developing the training-

ot-trainers model has outlined both the distinguishing characteristics and
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the practical impediments to this strategy. Not surprisingly, success of the

model depends on selecting participants (i.e., trainer candidates) who have

both subject area expertise and strong aptitude as trainers, as well as a

commitment to be available as trainers over an extended period of time.

Candidates are provided intensive training in content and presentation skills

and coaching in the application of, such skills while they are conducting

their own training.

There are various impediments to developing and maintaining a high quality

training-of-trainers program. The first is in the selection of the participants/

trainers. LEAs are not consistently willing to release the individuals whom

TECC staff would most like to have as candidates. Limitations on - elease time

are also largely responsible for the high "burn out" rate of trainers who are

unable or unwilling to sustain their training commitment over a long period.

Thus, centers which have implemented this model report problems in the quality

of trainers (especially successive generations of trainers) and in attrition of

trainers. However, the greatest impediment to the training-of-trainers model

is that it is so resource-intensive for TECC staff. We were repeatedly told

that success depends on consistent coaching and follow-up. Indeed, follow- -up---

whether provided to the training-of-trainers model or any other staff develop-

ment activities--was consistently cited as one of the hallmarks of good staff

development and as something too resource-intensive for the TEC Centers to do on

an extensive basis at this time. One director indicated that the opportunity to

provide follow-up support to training was "a dream, but hopefully not a pipe

dream."

It has long been recognized that sustained professional development of

school personnel requires a commitment at the local education agency (school

and district) level. From the perspective of a regional staff development
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network, such as the TEC Centers, the optimal strategy--both in terms of impact

and of resource management--is to empower schools and districts to plan and

conduct their own staff development programs, with the regional centers facili-

tating the planning process and linking LEAs to staff development resources.

Hence, the emphasis on capacity-building approaches in SB 813 and in the TECC

directors' discussions. This recognition is also long-standing within the staff

development field and in state-level educational policy.
. In 1977 the California

Legislature enacted Assembly Bills 65 and 551. AB 65 includes a provision to

support comprehensive locally planned school site improvement programs, in which

staff development is a major emphasis. AR 551 included statutory provisions and

funding to support local school site staff development programs and regional

'avIlool Resource Centers. The TEC Centers have now taken over from the former

School Resource Centers the responsibility for supporting local staff develop-

ment programs and have the additional responsibility of administering the grants

to school sites funded under AB 551 (see also the section on AR 551).

Several centers have attempted to make capacity-building services a major

focus of their activities over and above the services that relate directly to

;1-ant:i. Some centers have established small grant programs through which

awards are made to LEAs or to individual teachers to enable them to participate

in staft development activities. In addition to the improvement of skills which

may result from the activities funded by these grants, other benefits are the

motley itself, which can be used for release time or other direct expenses, the

prestiiw associated with receiving a competitive grant award, and the commitment

to orwoim staff development which is implied in putting together a staff

uevelopment plan in the application process.

-A tew lirectots also told us that they spend time consulting with schools

or disrfets to assist them in developing staff development plans which are
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not tied to any application for special funding. In our judgment, and in the

judgment of a number of the directors, such services epitomize the best role

for the TEC Centers in contributing to the professional development of school

personnel. That is, TECC staff could have the greatest impact on school

personnel by assisting schools and districts in developing staff development

plans and linking them to the resources needed to carry out those plans, with

the major impetus for staff development coming from the LEAs. To some extent

TECC staff and policy boards may have neglected to develop and market these

capacity-building services. Many policy boards seem to favor the more visible

direct training activities. However, a more significant barrier, in our view,

is the current lack of incentives for LEAs and LEA personnel to'7,,..:tively engage

in staff development. The TEC Centers will not be able to exert an optimal

influence on school personnel until a local commitment to staff development is

built. Some of the factors which prevent such a commitment include: (1) re-

sistance by local administrators and governing boards to granting release time

to teachers; (2) unavailability of substitute teachers (there are critical

shortages in some areas); (3) lack of incentives for teachers to participate in

staff development activities which can appropriately be conducted outside of

school time; (4) lack of sufficient numbers of qualified trainers; and (5) the

real or perceived ineffectiveness of many staff development programs. So long

as these factors remain unsolved, the TEC Centers will probably have their

greatest success in continuing to sponsor training for individuals on an open-

enrollment basis, at the expense of having an impact on entire school staffs.

We asked center directors how they might envision a role for the TEC

Centers some years hence, assuming that some of the barriers to their effective-

ness could be overcome and that resources were not an overwhelming constraint.

Summarizing from these discussions and from our own view, we believe that the



TEC Centers will always have a role in providing some direct training although

training will (should) consume a smaller portion of their total resources than

at present. The TEC Centers hopefully will retain state-of-the-art expertise in

instructional applications of computers. Responsibility for awareness level cora-.

puter training will shift more and more to the district and school level, with

the TEC Centers spearheading higher level training as well as consultation on

hardware and software. According to this vision, TECC staff will function as

regional staff development experts in computers, math, science, and instructional

methodology, assisting school and difArict personnel In planning their own staff

development programs and then linking them to the best available resources. We

had the opportunity to see a statement of philosophy adopted by one policy board

which eaptures many elements of this role for the TEC Centers:

The philosophy of the ITeacher Education and Computer Center] is
to assist individual schools to plan, implement, and evaluate
staff development programs designed to meet specific identified
needs.

With assistance from TEC Center staff and through the applica-
tion of school initiatives, quality staff development programs
will be designed stressing the critical areas of math, science,
and computer education.

The TEC Center will use the training-of-trainers model as a
philosophical base to obtain the number of qualified trainers
that will be needed to implement this plan. The center will he
4 strong link in the network of staff developers and will serve
as a clearinghouse for resources, consultants, research findings,
as well as microcomputer software.

Successful capacity-building strategies are already being used in some TEC

oximples, in both a relatively sparsely populated, large region and

in a large, populous urban region the TEC ceoters are currently devoting most of

their staff time and financial resources to empowering local school staffs to

iidiict their own staff development proi!,ram!,:.
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Organizational Relationships Involving the TEC Centers

The TEC Centers have a complex organizational and governance structure,

with various leadership roles and lines of authority shared by regional policy

boards and executive boards; local education agencies (i.e., county offices of

education designated to administer TEC Center budgets); and the Superintendent

of Public Instruction. SB 813 also conveys a legislative intent that the TEC

Centers will constitute a statewide staff development network and that within

their own.regions individual TEC Centers will take an active sole in developing

partnerships with other staff development providers, IHEs, and business and

industry.

In addition to having a complex governance structure and a very ambitious

mandate for creatilg regional staff development networks, the TEC Centers are

still quite young. Consistent patterns in their cilganizational relationships

will be more clearly discernible ir. the next two to three years. It was partly

for this reason, as well as the sheer difficulty of the task, that we did not

explore most of theSe relationships in depth during this evaluation. We did,

however, devote considerable attention to examining relationships between the

TEC Centers and the SDE because this seems to be an especially critical time in

the development of their respective roles in the TECC program. To a lesser

extent we also studied relationships arming the 15 TEC Centers and partnerships

with business and industry and with IHEs. This section includes a description

and analysis of these relationships.

Several TECC directors and policy board members commented on difficulties

in clarifying local governance roles. These difficulties appear to reflect

ambiguities or disagreements in the respective authority and responsibilities of

policy boards, executive boards, and host LEAs. A few interviewees said that it

would be helpful to hktcre regulations to clarify roles, responsibilities, and
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authority of the various groups. To some extent the potential for conflict

Seems tu be built into the system, which represents a compromise between a

teacher-dominated and a administrator-dominated governance structure. At this

time individual TEC Centers seem to be dealing with this complexity with varying

degrees of success. In a few regions, we developed the strong impression that

the TEC Center is operating as a unit within the host T", with a relatively

weak role for the local policy board an relatively little identification with

the TEC Cmnter network as a whole or a statewide mission. In some other

,_,T,ions the TEC Center has a definite regional orientation and receives most of

its dirt,,ion from the policy board. Clearly, the issue of relationships

hetwetn TEC Centers and county offices of education is .a delicate one. Since

the TEC Center network is still relatively new anti generally well regarded, some

county office staff may fear that the TEC Centers could be the harbinger of some

larer regionalization move. Certainly it would be regrettable for the TEC

Cfnters to carry the baggage for this much larger debate.

'k,Iationships with Business and Industry

SB 813 stipulates .'iat TEC Center policy boards have at least one repre-

sent. +t Ivo from business and indubtry. The TEC Centers are also encouraged to

identify and procure resources- -both financial and instructional--from business

and ndte Because the priva:e sector is considerably more sophi§ticated in

computer technology and more re7ource-rich than the educational community, the

TEC Centers are encouraged to identify and pursue private sector resources. We

did not study in dept.' he TEC Center effJrts to develop these partnerships, but

our observations aced the findings of the evaluation for 1982-83: TEC

Centers ,/er,_, 019 most su:cessful in buildirg partnerships with the computer

industry, while their relationships with other businesses and industries were

limited. Only tqo of the 15 TECC directors described a substantial amount of
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activity around developing these partnerships. The most successful of these is

housed in a county office which has made partnerships a major officewide

commitment. Several TECC directors expressed frustration in this area and are

unsure both about the incentives for business and industry to get involved and

about how to maintain equality in the partnerships. For the most part, the TEC

Centers have not yet devoted a major effort toward forging connections with

business and industry. One director commented, "Tf_re is something there to be

tapped, but it is a low priority."

'Relationships with IHEs

The formal link betwee- the TEC Centers and IHEs occurs as the result of

SB 813 language regarding composition of the TEC Center policy board: ". . .

at least one representative of institutions of, higher education which maintain

a department of education and which are located in, rr adjacent to, the area

served by the center selected by these institutions. In the event that more

than one representative is selected, the additional representative or represen-

tatives shall not represent the same segment of postsecondary education." This

linkage, connecting a major staff development delivery system with the teacher

training system, was designed to encourage cooperation, to foster sharing of

resources, and to tie in university credit for TEC Center trainings.

The best example of coordinated effort between the centers and IHEs

occurs with the California Math Project. There is an additional incentive

for cooperation, however, in that IHEs are v-Ider mandate (SB 424, Chapter

19611982) to involve the TEC Centers.. In a typical project the TEC Centers

provide the advertisement, the computer equipmmt if needed, the physical

space if required, and the resources for the teaching methodology component of

the training. The IHEs, for their part, provide the curriculum content and

instruction for the training. Notwithstanding the above example, we found
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that, in general, the link between the TEC Centers and IHEs is rather weak, not

so much the result of disinterest but of disjointedness of mission. The TEC

Center training is generally designed for "re- tooling" and not retraining,

with the exception of the Los Angeles Math and Science Retraining program (see

also the .sect, con on retraining). Some other factors which relate to the weak

link are:

a The TEC Centers are overwhelmed and overburdened in their primary

mission and have little time to nurture IHE relationships beyond

where they are now.

0 Most TEC Centers offer university credit for jointly planned IHE/TECC

training; however, university credit, in itself, is not a strong

incentive for teacher participation.

o The most successful TECC/IHE activities occur where there is a specific

mandate for joint planning and implementation of a program.

While we devoted limited time studying this issue and did not interview

l'tE representatives, it is clear from our conversations with TEC Center direc-

tors that the link with IHEs is limited. A few directors mentioned, and we

concur, that more formal incentives along the lines of the California Math

Project are needed if additional cooperative effort is desired.

Re1ationships Among the 15 TEC Centers

Although the 15 TEC Centers vary widely in geographic and other character-

istics, they do constitute a regional staff development network. Building a

network that is responsive Co both regional and statewide staff development

needs will require substantial communication and' sharing of strategies among the

various centers.

Various kinds of informal and formal communication currently go on among

the TEC Centers. Seveal center directors told us that they have frequent
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telephone contact with other directors and rely on this network for advice

-and sharing of ideas. Indeed a number of the TECC directors were previously
4

associated wiC School Resource Centers or PDPICs and have long-standing

collegial relationships that predate TECC. Since these informal contacts are

based on familiarity and trust, it is natural that not all directors are

equally tied into the network.

During 1983-84 the center directors met as a group approximately once every

two months. On the whole the directors seem to feel that these meetings are ex-

tremely useful in stimulating the sharing of ideas and strategies as well as in

promoting the development of the statewide network. Superintendent Bill Honig

met with the directors at their September meeting and urged them to develop a

consensual definition of major issues and approaches in staff development.

This session stimulated a major effort by the directors to develop a set of

concept papers as their statement on the "state of the art" of staff develop-

ment. Subsequent meetings during the year were devoted in large part to

preseetation and discussion of the substance and implications of the concept

papers, including an open session at the annual Staff Development Conference at

Asilomar. The concept papers address the following areas: (1) Strategic

Planning; (2) State of the Art of Staff Development; (3) Training of Trainers.

The consensus among those directors involved in developing the concept

papers is that the process they have engaged in is at least as important as

the products. Given the absolutely overwhelming staff development needs in

the state, there is a general expectation that the TEC Centers must be much

more tin a dissemination network for existing training programs. Indeed the

expectation is that the TEC Centers, as part of the larger educational t.form

movement, will help devise staff development strategirs that are su,stantiaily

more effective than previous strategies. By developing statements on staff

7.0
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development as they envision it at its best, the directors have set some goals

to strive tor as well as determining statt development needs for their own

staffs.

Overall, the meetings of the TEC Center directors (and occasionally some

of their stiffs) have been successful in building the effectiveness of the

TEC Centers as a regional staff development network. The meetings have promoted

if,roup cohesion and identification of the directors with a significant leader-

ship role in staff development for the state. They are a forum for exchanging

ideas and practices and airing concerns and are the principal point of contact

between the TEC Centers and the SUE at this time.

One implicit purpose served by the directors' meetings is that of quality

control. by focusing many of their discussions on the elements of effective

statt development the directors are challenged to improve their training and

service strategies. It is hoped that this activity will be of particular

benefit to those centers that are functioning below the -state of the art." As

diuctor put it, "Within the TECCs we have the same continuum of quality as

in the field. Some TFCCs say they are different and use this to ,hide behind--

this is the fear reaction to change. The system needs to police itself.

Eventually merit becomes an issue. The meetings are helping to bring along

thotie centers which are not doing their job."

Since the meetings of the directors serve such an important function, we

believe that t'e.TECC network would'benetit from a more comprehensive and sys-

tematic approach to the issues addressed as well as attention to the interests

and concerns of the centers whose participation has been minimal. Even from

this directors who have attended regularly we hear that there is a need for

more meetings covering more issues as well as a need for more careful planning

of the meetings and advance notice. Although the meetings have gone rather well
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this year with an ad hoc leadership and planning effort, we feel that the

group should consider formalizing the process, including, perhaps, leadership

roles and responsibilities. 4
Clarification of the range of purposes and

issues that could be covered by such meetings would also be helpful as well as a

process for assessing the needs of directors who may not have "bought in" to the

current meetiag format and topics.

Our view is that such problems as there may be in the directors' network

are more a reflection of the extent of their needs than any deficiencies

in the meetings that have been held. In addition to collegial support and

discussion of theoretical staff development issues, the directors need to be

able to look to the network for ideas or resources that relate to their spectrum

of operations. Some of these needs are at the level of sharing approaches to

such practical matters as budgets, staffing patterns, and contracted services.

Ocher needs pertain to developing or adapting strategies for accomplishing

aspects of their mission that may be especially problematic--training strategies

in science, development of partnerships with business and industry, and promo-

tion of site-level staff development plans are a few examples. Clearly these

needs go way beyond anything that can be met by occasional meetings of the

directors. Perhaps a starting point for the directors would be to discuss or

assess their needs fr(ma the network, including needs which might require aldi-

tional state -level resources, such as training resource centers devoted to major

portions of the TECC mission.

Role of the State Department of CAucation in Relation to the TEC Centers

The Superintendent of Public Instruction (and the SDE) had the major role

in designoting the number and location of TECC regions and has final authority

fcr the TECC program. Education Code Section 44680.08 directs the State Board

4
In May the directors voted to have a steering committee to act as liaison
with the SDE.
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of Education, in conjunction with the Superintendent, to adopt any rules and'

regulations that might be necessary to implement the TECC program. As of this

date, no such regulations have been proposed. The SUE also approves plans,

.allocates state funds to the centers. and evaluates the effectiveness of the

centers. In addition to these administrative responsibilities, the SDE has a

major statutory role in coordinating and facilitating communication among

the eenters, making exemplary program models avail able to all centers, snd

providine for an educational software library.

The ma jot contact between the SDE and the TEC centers is through the

Stn it Development Unit (SDU) (formerly the Office of ':;taif Development).

Censultants within the SDU are assigned to each of the 15 centers and are

available to assist TEC Center personnel, executive board members, and policy

hoard members. The SDU also plays a role in convening and facilitating meetings

of theTECC directors and providing other information and resources to TECC

stnft.

Other units within the SUE whose activities relate to the TECC mission

and services include the following: (1) Educational Technology; (2) the

variens ,,airrieulum wilts (especially those for math and science); (3) School

Leadership Unit; (4) School Improvement Program; (5) the Program Evaluation and

Rese'areh Division; and (6) the Office of Regional Services. At the beginning of

the 1983-84 school year, Superintendent Bill Honig and representatives of the

various SUE units spoke 'to the TECC directors presumably in order to set the

stnee to' more active cooperative activities between the SUE and the centers.

The TECC program was originally seen as a vehicle for bringing California

educntnrs into the "information age." The Honig administration and SB 813,

with an ouphasis on reform of curriculum and instruction, have recast the

TEC; mission so that computers become one tool for improving curriculum and
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instruction. It understandably takes time for new leadership to put its imprint

on a major program and to gain commitment to the new mission in the field. More

specifi -ally, it has taken time for the SDE to translate the new mission into

strategies for staff development.

At the time that the TEC Centers were planned and established, there was

intense involvement in their implementation at the highest levels within the

SDE as well as in the Governor's office and the Legislature. There is less

practical need for the SDE to be closely involved in procedural matters now

that the TECC Centers have been in operation for nearly two years. Some TECC

directors interpreted the decreased involvement of the SDE as a loss of inter-

est. As one director put it, "We have gone from being a blood child to a

stepchild." The disengagement has taken place on both the SDE and the TECC

sides of the relationship and seems to have arisen, at least in part, from the

complexities and ambiguities in the govern& of the TECC program. In particu-

lar, it is unclear how the melding )f statewide staff development needs and

regional needs is to be accomplished and how the SDE can facilitate linkage

between the TEC Centers and other staff development resources. Given this

ambiguity and the value which the SDE places on local autonomy, the SDU kept a

low profile partly to avoid any hint of interfering with the regional governance

structure. The SDU adopted the stance that the TEC Centers are relatively

self-sufficient and will ask for help when they need it. Concern about the

disengagement was expressed to us by TEC Center directors, policy board chair-

persons, and SUE staff. Because interest in and expectations for the TEC

Centers remain extremely high, a strong relationship between the centers and the

SUE seems important to maximize success of the TECC effort.

The TEC Centers are still quite new, and their relationships to other

staff development providers, local educational agencies, and the SUE are still
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evolving. There is no doubt that they are already playing a significant role

in professional development of school staff, especially in introducing micro-

- computers into the instructional process. The extent to which the TEC Centers

can contribute to addressing the massive professional development and retraining

needs in California depends on numerous factors, one of which is a strong coop-

erative relationship with the SUE. The SUE is, after all, uniquely positioned

to influence state-level educational policy; and the TEC Centers currently have

d stronger opportunity than any other local agency to effect partnerships among

all ot the regional and local agencies which can contribute to solutions of our

staff development needs.

In general, there is a need for '.he SDE to provide more direction to the

TFCC pre tam. We understand the reluctance on both sides to enter into a

relationship in which the SDE usurps control or imposes direction in a "top-

down" manr.er. However, this impasse can be sidestepped if the SDE leadership

role is construed not io terms of control but in terms of linkage, facilitation,

and involvement in cooperative endeavors.

Late in the spring of 1984 the SUE initiated meetings with the TECC

directors as a whole and with a smaller steering committee to dey-lop a closer

and more cooperative working relationship. Both the SUE and the directors

seemed to recognize the importance and timeliness of this endeavor. Both

parties now seem more committed to developing stronger ties and to clarifying

their respective roles in the TECC program.

Major Accomplishmits and Challenges of the TEC Centers

One purpose of this evaluation was to summarize the major accomplishments

of the TEC Centers to date and to identify the challenges that the TEC Centers

must meet. These judgments are based on a synthesis of all the information

gathered for the study.
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Major Accomplishments

In less than two years the TEC Centers have:

o Become an effective regional staff development network

o Adapted to a complex governance structure

o Begun to implement delivery models that use the most effective staff

development practices

o Made great progress toward bringing computer awareness and skills to

California teachers

o Successfully assumed responsibility for administering AB 551 programs

o Provided training to school staffs in instructional methodology,

math, science, and other areas of the curriculum

o Begun to create partnerships with IREs, business, and industry

Challenges

The major challenges that the TEC Centers must meet are as follows:

Provide comprehensive staff development services with limited

resources.

o Respond to regional and statewide staff development needs over time.

o Provide training that is more intensive and includes followup.

o Provide more services in support of sitebased staff development

programs.

o Remain state of the art in instructional uses of the computer and

educational software.

o Provide more computer training that is integrated with curriculum.

o Increase services in math, science, and other areas of the curriculum.

o Increase partnerships with IHEs and with business and industry.

Not surprisingly, some of the significant accomplishments of the TEC

Centers are closely relatld tc the challenges that they must now meet. As
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relatively new agencies the TEC Centers have made a commendable beginning in

becoming an effective regional network and in providing many of the staff

development resources and services that compose their broad mission. They

are already a. high- -payoff investment in educational reform. Their challenges

for the future are to increase the breadth and depth of their services, to the

extent that resources and the state of the art permit, and to strengthen their

role as mhjor staff development providers in California.

one of the major organizational issues is whether it is reasonable to

have staff development agencies that each serve a region, and, if so, regions

of what size and configuration. On balance the comple- governance structure was

carefully worked on in the legislation, has required enormous energy to put in

place, works more or less well, and ought not to he changed in the near future.

Similarly, careful thought and negotiation went into selection of the 15 TEC

Center regions. It should become apparent within about the next two years

whether some of the regions are too large or too populous to be adequately

served by a single TEC Center. Similarly it should become evident whether some

intervention is needed to maintain the influence of policy boards and of the

itlt#.wide network and mission in relation to host LEAs and executive boards.

While the TEC Centers are embedded within county office structures, and county

superintenidents exercise veto power over decisions, TEC Centers serve regional

constituencies and have different service priorities than the designated LEAs.

Concerns about identifying and implementing the most effective service

delivery strategies were the dominant theme in meetings involving the TECC

directors lnd the SDI; this year. Although the TEC Centers will always have

a rule in providing direct training, they are beginning to emphasize more

calmf7ity-building services as exemplified by assistance to site-based staff

development programs and
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have a long-term goal to provide relatively little direct training themselves

but to train others to train teachers'and other school personnel. Even now, a

large portion of TECC staff time is devoted to consulting with school and

district staffs and to brokering or referral of services which they are unable

to provide. In terms of continued training activities, the TEC Centers are

challenged to provide courses that are wire intensive (i.e., of longer duration

and greater depth) and that include follow-up.

SE 813 and the entire educational reform movement call for massive improve-

ment and redirection of curriculum and instruction in California. Accomplishing

these reforms and upgrading the skills of teachers and administrators will

require not only a major commitment of resources but the cooperative involvemeat

of the TEC Centers, counties, districts, schools, the SDE, the colleges and

universities, business and industry, and the rich pockets of staff development

resources scattered thr ,bout the state. Many are looking to the TEC Centers

to become the hub of this effort. More realistically, perhaps the TEC Centers

cat' become the hub of one network among mny that will be required to get the

job done. At the present time, however, the biggest threat to the effectiveness

of the TECC program seems to be overloading the system with too many exo4cta-

tions. Reference to a TEC Center role continually crops up in the Legislature

in bills that are introduced or discussed. Last year the SDE was required to

look at the feasibility of consolidating the TECC and SERN systems. There are

many things that the TEC Centers can do well in the areas of curriculum,

instruction, and technology, but it would be perilous to expect them to take

on all other staff development services.

The inclusion of a major computer element in the TECC mission has probably

been its greatest boon. The introduction of the microcomputer as a tool for

learning has been the educational event of the decade in terms of the excirlment
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and interest that have been generated and the potential for transforming the

learning environment. Much of the success of the TECC program at all levels

is attributahie to the strong thread of computer training and resources (even

the acronym connotes the technology theme). The agencies are called Teacher

Edueatiou and Computer Centers. But so far it is the computer which has carried

the harmer.

Th educational reform movemeat in California is currently placing great

emphasis on strengthening the curriculum. Through SB 813 and current priorities

SupoTtntendent Honig and the SUE, the TEC Centers are being pressed to become

part of this curriculum improvement etfort by providing more staff development

resources combining content and instructional methodology in all areas of the

curriculum. Given the relatively minor role that the TEC Centers have had in

curriculum so far, accomplishing this will require a significant change of

direction. The TEC Centers seem well-positioned to take on these additional

responsibilities successfully. As one center director put it, "Computers are

the hook that draws people in. lint they are, after all, only a tool. Once

clients are drawn in, we can begin to interest them in the other things we have

to r,t te r .- The te!cent etfort by many TEC Centers to offer more computer train-

ing that is integrated with content is a natural bridge to more staff develop-

ment in curriculum. One director expresses . major goal for the TEC Centers

when she spoke of striving for a "fine balance" between curriculum, instruction,

and technology.

Support and Resources Needed to Meet Challenges

in order to meet the challenges, the TEC Centers should consider increasing

their ettorts in certain areas by redirecting a portion of their total alloca-

tion to such activities, especially curriculum and capacity-building services.



It was evident during 1983-84 that the TEC Centers needed additional funds to

accomplish their mission. The Legislature responded to this need and appro-

priated an additional .$5.1 million for 1984-85, giving tie TEC Center program

a total allocation of $11.78 million. While the mission is so large that it

always strLtch resources to provide comprehensive staff development

services to California schools, the new allocation will enable the young TEC

Center progkam to grow substantially. In the judgment of the evaluators, the

following additional support and resources are now needed to enable the TEC

Center program to meet current challenges:

Strengthening of the TEC Center network through:

- A comprehensive planning process for the network linked to

assessment of needs and priorities in each region

- A closer cooperative relationship between the SDE and the TEC

Centers

An improved data base to document services and training

(
...---

o Recognition by the Legislature and others of the danger of overburdening

the TEC Centers

0 Action by the Legislature and others to increase incentives for staff

development

A three-year 1:, in for the TEC Center network involving TEC Center direc-

tors, policy board representatives, and SDE staff would help clarify priorities,

based on statewide staff development goals, and determine the type of network

resources needed. Clarification of priorities might include: (1) some proce-

lures for assessing statewide staff development needs and goals based on a

compilation of regional priorities and needs; (2) guidelines for regional needs

assessments; and (3) guidelines for balancing services in technology, t.struc-
.

tion, curriculum, and other areas. The plan might also address optimal service
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delivery strategies in terms of what the TEC Centers can do best and inservice

training needs of TECC staff and policy boards. A component of the plan devoted

to network support service 1ght provide focus for TECC directors' meetings and

conferences and clarify needs for specially funded services, such as institutes

on maior areas of TECC training, assistance in dissemination of successful

training strategies, promotion of partnerships between 'MC Centers and other

agencies, and incentive programs for local staff development.
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Appendix A

TEC Center Statutory Authorization:

Chapter 498, Article 2 (SB 813, Statutes of 1983)
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44680. As used in this article, "teacher education and. computer centers"
means those centers established by the Superintendent of Public Instruction
to provide those functions previously provided by the state school resource
centers and the professional development and program improvement centers.

44680.02. The Superintendent of Public Instruction, with the advice of
the county superintendents of schools, shall establish 15 or more teacher
education and computer centers in the state in such a manner as to provide staff
development resources to all parts of the state.

44680.03. The purpose of the teacher educations and computer centers is to
provide staff development resources to teachers, administrators, other school
personnel, and other persons providing services to schools. These staff
development resources shall be provided in all areas of the curriculum, but
especially in mathematics, science, technology, and other curriculum areas
for which there are significant shortages of qualified, certificated teachers.
The centers shall provide these resources in cooperation with institutions of
higher education, business, and industry.

44680.04. The teacher education and computer centers shall serve the
following functions:

(a) Provide training for classroom teachers and school staffs, including:
(1) activities to promote the principal's ability to support Instructional
improvement and the teacher's ability to diagnose learning needs, (2) the
development of program content, (3) the use of multiple instructional approaches,
and (4) asssessment of student outcomes.

(b) Provide assistance to school personnel developing site-based staff
development programs including: (1) assessment of school staff development
needs, (2) development'of school staff development plans, (3) training school
personnel to train other school personnel, (4) cost-effective use of existing
resources, (5) evaluation of local programs, and (6) the awarding of staff
development program grants pursuant to Article 1 (commencing with Section 44670)
of this chapter, and evaluation of their use.

(c) Provide computer demonstration and training sites where teachers are
trained in: (1) the use of computers as teachings aids, (2) the criteria for
school acquisition and use of computer equipment and software, and (3) the
evaluation of computer-related materials.

44680.0:. (a) The county superintendents of schools in each of the 15
regions which serve more than one county designated by the Superintendent of
Public Instruction shall jointly designate a single county office of education
to act as the local education agency for purposes of administering the regional
teacher education and computer center's budget.

(o) The designated local education agency shall:

(1) Approve the center's budget for purposes of receiving and disbursing
funds.
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(2) Employ staff by contract for purposes of carrying out the center's
functions.

44680.06. (a) The county superintendents of schools in each of the 15
regions which serve more than one county designated by the Superintendent of
Public Instruction may jointly establish regional executive boards to serve
as a forum for resolving problems and reviewing policy issues.

(b) Executive boards shall be composed of all county superintendents of
schools within each region which chooses to establish a regional executive
board.

(c) Executive boards may change the designation of the county office of
education to act as the local education agency for the teacher education and
computer center.

44680.07. The Superintendent of Public Instruction shall do all of the
following:

(a) Designate the regions within the state to be served by teacher
education and computer centers with the advice of the county superintendents
of schools.

(b) Approve the plans of each center for staff development.

(c) Coordinate and facilitate communication among the centers by, among
other things, making exemplary program models available to all centers.

(d) Authorize the allocation of funds to centers based on the approved
.plans. Funds appropriated or apportioned for purposes of this article in any
fiscal year, may be expended in subsequent fiscal years.

(e) Report, by April 15 of each year, to the State Board of Education,
the Legislature, and the Governor as to the effectiveness of the centers in
providing, and assisting in, staff development.

(f) Provide for an educational software library and clearinghouse to
assist the centers with software evaluation.

(g) Authorize centers to receive federal funding for any of their
functions.

44680.08. The State Board of Education, in conjunction with the Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, shall adopt rules and regulations necessary to
implement this article.

44680.09. Each teacher education and computer center shall be governed by
a policy board of at least 12 members composed of the following:

(a) A majority of the board shall be composed of classroom teachers
selected by teachers. Teacher representatives shall reflect the makeup of
elementary and secondary teachers to be served by the center.
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(b) Persons designated by the school districts served by the center,
including at least one parent of an elementary or secondary pupil and at
least one principal.

(c) At least one representative of institutions of higher education which
maintain a department of education and which are located in, or adjacent to,
the area served by the center selected by these institutions. In the event
that more than one representative is selected, the additional representative
or representatives shall not represent the same segment of postsecondary
education.

(d) At least one representative of a business or industry, who, if
feasible, shall be from a business or industry which utilizes, produces, or is
otherwise involved with computer equipment and software.

44o80.10. (a).Each policy board shall operate pursuant to guidelines
established by the local education agency of the region which the teacher
education and computer center serves and shall meet as necessary.

(b) Policy boards shall do all of the following:

(1) Determine program emphasis and direct and guide center staff to ensure
that staff development services are generally available within the region.

(7) Select center staff, with the concurrence of the superintendent
representing the center's local education agency, and contract for other
needed services through the county office of education serving as the local
education agency for the center.

(3) Offer opportunities for agencies and other parties to be heard at
board meetings.

(4) Adopt bylaws to guide board meetings.

(5) Adopt a center budget and plan with the concurrence of the county
office of education acting as the local education agency.

(e) Any actions taken by the policy boards shall be subject to all of the
limitations imposed by law upon county offices of education.

44680.11. The Superintendent of Public Instruction, pursuant to the
purposes set forth in Section 44680.03, may set aside money to fund exemplary
projects in teacher education and computer centers which-May.,include any of
the following:

(a) Teacher training institutes in math and science, including but/not
limited to, retraining programs and summer institutes.

(h) Programs to encourage industry and business to exchange personnel and
other resources with schools.

(c) Teacoer training and parerital involvement programs designed to
maximize school and home use of educational technology for instructional
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(d) Assistance to school districts located within the region in the
development of educational technology plans, computer education plans, or
proposals for reading, math, or science projects.

(e) Advice for postsecondary educational institutions located within the
region which have received grants for the purpose of meeting the training
needs of the rylon's teachers.

44680.12.1 Teacher education and computer centers may apply for exemplary
project funding through the regular planning and budgeting cycle.
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Appendix B

Instruments Used in TECC Evalue. 'on

o Instructions for Completing Documentation of
TECC Training

o Guide for Interviews with TECC Directors

o Guide for Interviews with TECC Staff

BEST COPY AVAILABLE



Instructions for Completing Documentation of TECC Training

Within the teaching methodologies and training workshops function, activi-
ties are to be recorded by content type.. All organized workshops and formal
events need to be documented. Use your own judgment for indicating the primary
content area (e.g a workshop primarily on math content, but with some instruc-
tional applications would be recorded as curriculum). The six types of content
for describing workshops/training programs are:

1. Curriculum. "What is being taught, with what instructional materials."
Included are activitiea which are primarily concerned with materials
and document generation, or subject matter instruction. Example:
math/science learning modules.

2. Instruction. "How something is taught." Included are activities which
are primarily concerned with teaching methodology, learning styles,
classroom management, and instructional techniques. Example: workshop

on teaching styles.

3. Instructional supervision. "The observation and management of educa-
tional experiences by individuals." Included are activities primarily
concerned with one person in.the role of supervisor helping another
person in the role of supervisee to master a professional role. Peer

training in clinical teaching and administrative/supervision and
evaluation are included here. Example: long-term clinical supervision.

4. School management. "Leadership and schoolwide problem-solving capabil-
ities." Included are activities focused on the school as an organiza-
tion--how groups interact, how problems are analyzed and acted upon,
and how schoolwide improvement occurs. Also included here are leader-
ship training activities, not related to instructional supervision.
Example: writing an SIP application; training on how to do staff
development.

5. C(c2nut.erL.Te. Instruction in computer technology. Included are
activities primarily concerned with computer awareness, teaching
individuals how to use hardware, software, or classroom applications
and programming instruction. Example: course in BASIC or PASCAL.

6. Other. Anything which doesn't fit into the first five categories.
Included are activities for teacher personal self-improvement.
Ekample: financial planning, personal. time management.

All events/activities in which TECC provides organized, formal staff
duveloyment workshops should be documented here. Record workshop title under
primary content category (curriculum, instructional supervision, school
management, computer use, other).

Columnwno
1-2 Region number.
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Column

4-13 Last name of person most frequently completing instrument
form.

15 First initial of this person.

17-26 Last name of TECC Directmr.

2i First initial of TECC Director.

30-35 Date of initial entry on this page.

37-40 Number of page in this section--begin with 01 and reproduce
as many pages as necessary.

47-60 Enter title of workshop: abbreviate where possible and
leave space between words. Example: REM MATH.

62 Indicate level of training (if known):

o Enter 1 if an introductory or Awareness course.
o Enter 2 if comprehensive or advanced training is provided.
o Enter 3 if program/workshop is to "train trainers."

64 Indicate availability of follow-up to individual teachers'
or administrators (regardless of use of number of occasions):

o Enter 1if follow-up is available.
o Enter 2 if no follow-up is available.

66-68 Enter total number of sessions in workshop. Example: 004.

70-72 Enter total number of hours participants are in workshop.
Sum hours across all sessions. Example: (004 x 3 s 12).

74-90 Enter number and type of staff conducting workshop.
Ekample: (74-75) 02.

(83-84) 02.

92-94 Enter total number of workshop participants.

96-102 Indicate numbers of participants, either from service region
or outside service region. Leave blank if unknown.

104-123 Indicate participant job assignments (if known).
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Guide for Interviews with TECC Directors

TECC Annual Evaluation 1983-84

TECC Region:

Region Number: 1111111M.,

Name of Director/
Interviewee:

Other Staff
Interviewed:

Interviewers:

Date:



Materials Check List

Budget for 1983-84

Master Calendar for 1983-84

Workshop Evaluation Form(s)

Local Evaluation Report(e)

Other Pertinent Documents

List:

Comments:
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INTERVIEW GUIDE

TECC ANNUAL EVALUATION 1983-84

Organization, Resources and Emphasis

1. Who are the key center staff? What are their responsibilities and areas of
expertise? Are there any staff supported by TECC who are not in this sib

location (e.g., satellite staff)?

2. Will you describe for us what you feel are the priorities and goals of your
center? How were they developed?

3. S8 813 defines the responsibilities of the TECCs in rather broad terms.
Row has your center interpreted the TECC mission? Which of the
responsibilities mentioned in SB 81:3 have you emphasized? Are there
responsibilities to which your center has not yet devoted a significant
effort? If so, what are the barriers to carrying out these activities?

4. May we have a copy of your budget for 1983-84? How do your budget alloca-
tions reflect the priorities of your center (e.g., staffing pattern,
discretionary funds)?

5. D6 you have a cost-reimbursement system for any of your trainings or other
services?

6. How are the budget decisions made? What roles do the policy board, the
executive board and other decision makers have in the budget process?

7. Describe the three activities on which you spend most of your time.

Planning and Needs Sensing

8. Do you have a master calendar of trainings for the current year that we
might have? What procedures do you use to publicize the trainings offered
by your center?

9. What has been your approach to planning trainings for this year so that
they will best meet the needs of your region?

10. Have you done formal or informal needs assessments? If so, what process
have you used and how would you characterize the results?

1!. What role do- r policy council play in planning the types of trainings
offered by Ater?

Trainers

12. How much of the training is done by TECC staff and how much is done by
contracted trainers?
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13. How would you characterlLe differences between the types of training
provided by your staff and those ft:r which you contract or refer to other
agencies?

Types of Training Proviued

14. What would you estimate is the relative percent of your total trainings
this year devoted to each of the following areas?

a. Computers (including computer awareness, software selection, and any
other trainings in which the use of computers is a major focus)

b. Science

c. Math

d. Other curriculum areas

e. Instructional methodology separate from a particular area of the
curriculum

f. Other (give examples)

15. Have there been any significant shifts in the types of trainings provided
by your center since last year (1982-83)?

Computer Training

16. In the area of computers, how would you assess the demand (need) for
training in your region in relation to the capability of your center to
provide training?

17. Has there been any significant change in the level of computer trainings
provided by your center since last ;ear?

18. What would you estimate is the percent of computer trainings provided by
your center this year that focus on application of computer skills to a
particular area of the curriculum? Would you describe some examples?

19. Optimally, how would you envision the role of the TECCe in computer
training three to five years from now?

Math and Science Training

20. Math and science are widely regarded as areas where there are shortages
of qualified teachers. What approach has your center taken toward the
problem of teacher shortages in these areas? What do you see as a feasible
role for the TECCs overall in relation to teacher shortages?

21. What kinds of trainings is your center providing in math this year?

22. What kinds of trainings is your center providing in science this year?
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Instructional Methodology Training

23. How would you characterize the overall approach of your center to providing
training in instructional methodology?

Client Characteristics

24. Do you feel that you have been relatively more successful in addressing the
needs of certain types of clients than others?

25. What involvement has your center had so far in administrator training?

Staff Development Strategies and Models

26. What is the strategy of your center for providing trainings in terms of
their length, scope, and sequence?

21. Do you have any procedure for providing follow-up assistance to clients who
attend trainings?

28. To what extent and for what purposes have you used trainer-of-trainers
approaches?.

29. What barriers exist, if any, to following state-of-the-art staff development
practices in the TEC Centers?

Evaluation

30. What process do you have to get feedback from participants about the
quality or usefulness of trainings provided by the center? May we have ,a
copy of your evaluation form(s)?

31. Do you have any formal or informal procedure for getting client assessments
of the trainings after they have had an opportunity to apply what they
learned for a period of time?

32. Have you summarized the results of your evaluations in any reports? If

so, may we have a copy of the report(s)?

State-Level Support for TECC

33. What types of guidance or te:hnical assistance have you received from
consultants in the Office of Staff Development (OSD)? Have these been
helpful?

34. Have resources provided by the OSD, such as the TECC Handbook and the
AB 551 Resource Handbook, been useful to you?

35. Are there other resources or guidance from the OSD that would be helpful
to you?

36. What experience have you or your staff had with the Software Clearinghouse?
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37. To what extent do you see TECC as a statewide network with a common mission
and goals?

38. To what extent have you participated in the meetings of TECC directors?
Have these meetings been useful to you? Are there other activities or
issues which should be addressed in future meetings?

Networking with IREs

39. What relationship exists between your center and the institutions of higher
education (IHEs) in your region?

40. Do you conduct joint staff development activities with any IHEs?

41. What can be done to improve linkage with IHEs?

Networking with Business and Industry

42. What relationship exists between your center and business and industry in
your region?

43. What kinds of resources are business and industry providing your center?

44. What should the TECCs do to encourage greater collaboration with
business and industry?

AB 551 and Site-Based staff Development

45. What is your approach to managing AB 551 programs?

46. What types of technical assistance do your staff provide to recipients
of AB 551 grants? Approximately how much staff time is devoted to AB 551
activities?

47. How would you characterize he major staff development activities funded
by AB 551?

48. Aside from AB 551, does your staff provide service to schools in designing
or implementing their own staff development programs?

Demand for TECC Services

49. It is widely believed that the demand for TECC services and trainings
exceeds their current resources and capability. Is this the case In your

region? If so, is there any way to document Lhe discrepancy?
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GUIDE FOR INTERVIEWS WITH TECC STAFF

TECC ANNUAL EVALUATION 1983-84

TECC Region:

Name:

Major Responsibility:

1. Will you please describe your job in terms of your major respontibilitie,3
and how you apend your time?

". Are you emplf-ved full time by the TECC? If not, what othar responsibilities
do you have'

3. What is your .round? What posittan did you have before you joined the
TECC, staff?

(Refer to interview guide for specific ,uestions on computer training and on
AB 551/capacity building.)
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Appendix C

Summar/ of 1983-84 TECC Evaluation Survey
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SUMMARY OF 1983-84 TECC EVALUATION SURVEY

TECC Region: ELEaLgissallat_

A. Math/Science Training and Services

1. During the period February 16, 1983 to February 15, 1984:

(a) How many math/science workshops in your region (courses, programs,
etc.) were sponsored by TECC?

Md=8.5
Math Range = 4-45 (N..14)

Md=6
Science Range = 1-25 (014)

(b) How many total hours of training were included in those workshops?

Md=130
Math Range = 27-343 (N=14)

Md=27
Science !use = 8-228 (014)

(c) How many total participants attended these workshops?

Md=140
Math Range = 63 -1,142 (N=13)

Md=83.5
Science Range = 15-800 (N=14)

2. Which agencies within your region conduct staff development in math/
science and approximately what percent of the total activity does each
agency conduct?

Percent of total
A,ency staff development

Math Science

TECC Md=25%, based on Md=30%, based on
13 mentions 11 mentions

County offices of education Md=20%, based on Md'.202, based on
11 mentions 12 mentions

Districts Md=22.5%, based Md=23%, based on
on 8 mentions 8 mentions
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IHEs

Percent of total
staff development

Math Science

Md18%, based on
7 mentions

Lawrence Hall of Science Md0.26.5%, based
on 2 mentions

Md=5%, based on
5 mentions

NOTE:. Other staff development providers mentioned by one center and
accounting for at least 10 percent of services were: AB 551
school sites, professional organizations, private consultants,
and the Merced Professional Development Center.

3. Do you feel that there is a need within your region for substantially
more staff development in math/science than is currently offered?

Math

Yes 13 No 0

Please explain:

Science

Yes 13 No 0

4. Do you feel that there is a need for your.TEC Center to provide more
staff development in math/science than you are currently providing?

Math

Yes 1 1 No 3

Please explain:

Science

Yes 14 No 0

Selected comments:

Perceived need is.not adequately documented.

Data would indicate a need for additional in-service; however, teachers
are not responding in significant numbers. The need may be apparent,
but the motivation for people to attend is not.

There is a shortage of qualified math and science tmchers districtwide.

Districts and teachers are requesting math and science services at this
time.
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Research shows us this is a nationwide problem. Most people in this
region are only interested in computers and clinical supervision at this
time.

Fifty-seven percent of teachers responding to our needs assessment
indicated they were teaching outside their specialty, particularly those
teaching math in high school and junior high and those teaching science
at the junior high level.

Definitely! One approach we are attempting and will continue to stress
is that of integrating math and science into other training (e.g.,
instructional methods, computers, language arts, problem solving/higher
order thinking). It is critical that increased training in math and
science be coordinated with district and county efforts and with police
development at the board level.

More programs are needed at the secondary level.

A. There are many teachers who do not teach math concepts but simply
drill on facts and algorithms who have never attended a math
in-service.

B. There is no way for a practicing teacher to complete a math minor in
summer or evening programs at our local colleges.

C. Math scores in our area are lagging behind possibly due to
ineffective teaching.

While math has been a high priority in the districts, the vast majority
of teachers are naive about sequencing objectives, continuously
regrouping students for mastery, teaching problem-solving skills,
etc.

1984-85 will have more staff development because the policy board has
specifically committed staff and money to these areas.

There is a critical shortage of qualified math and science teachers.

There is a need for an overall competency-based program approach for
staff development in mathematics and science. Programs are needed to
develop teaching competencies in elementary mathematics/science, in
secondary mathematics/science competencies as update training, and for
those who were not trained as mathematics /science teachers specifically.

Although science received highest rating from district administrators in
our most recent needs survey, very few teachers come to programs offered
by TECC and counties. Those high schools planning to implement new
graduation requirements seem to just be adding textbook courses designed
for grades 7-9. What science that is taught in grades 1-8 involves
reading about it rather than doing it.

Our TECC is viewed by clients as a resource.primarily when computers are
involved in myth content.
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Traditional staff development methods are not sufficient to attract
practicing math and science teachers. Incentives are needed in the form
of release time, stipends, and other creative and motivational programs
if we are to truly impact quality of math/science instruction in our
schools.

We are currently developing .raining of trainers through intensive
math and science summer institutes.

* If you feel that Your center should be providing more staff development
in math/scienc which of the following account for why your center is
providing ir. . staff development in math/science than is needed? Below

are a fe! .:tors. Please check ( /) those which apply and add any
addi. .one. factors you feel are important.

V--,4h Science
ANION. ..1=111.111.,MI

9 12 Insufficient resources

5 5 Lack of client demand

6 9 Lack of qualified
trainers

5 7 Higher priority in
other areas

Selected comments:

Math Science

8 7 Insufficient time to
develop a plan for
staff development in
math/science

aiNIMINIMEMDamt 110

Current staff were hired for other expertise. Many districts do not

allow release time for intensive staff development in math and science.

Some districts cannot obtain substitutes even when they pay them. We

need legislation to support retraining efforts. We need an in-depth,

well-thought-out plan with follow -up, particularly in science.

The expectation that a certificated staff of 4 FIT can serve the staff

development needs of educators in 21 counties with an a.d.a. of 240,000
pupils, in teaching methodologies, supervision, computer uses, and math

and science is somewhat unrealistic. More resources are necessary to
adequately meet the staff development needs of so many in such a large

and diverse region.

Before any of this will be accepted and implemented by more than a few
schools and teachers, a massive informational program concerning state

direction in testing (in science) needs to be implemented.

A written science staff development plan has just been completed. A

math staff development plan must now be done. Higher priority has been

given to computer literacy simply because of the overwhelming number of

teachers who have requested it.
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The math/science specialist position was filled in December 1983. Until
that time, staff development in math/science was an add-on assignment to
their duties.

We need to become more proactive in regard to creating legislation that
wilt enable us to develop innovative, effective staff development
programs in math and science.

5. Are any of the staff development activities in math provided by your
TEC Center designed for teachers who are not currently qualified to
teach math?

Math

Yes 10 No 3

Science

Yes 7 No 5

Selected comments:

At the elementary level; but not at secondary level.

Will be offered summer of '84--we try to give content and teaching
skills to reassigned math and science teacher.

We cooperate with the CA Math Project to offer courses for both the
experienced and inexperienced math teacher.

Most staff development activities provided by the TEC Center are designed
for teachers who are currently teaching math/science but hold majors in
other fields.

we have been working with our local IHEs regarding this problem.

Local IHEs allow outside agencies to offer continuing education credit
for courses and workshops, but do not extend the courtesy for any
coursework counting toward credentials. Cooperative efforts must be a
high priority for the coming year.

There is a critical shortage of qualified science teachers.

There is a lack of appropriate programs for the nonqualified science
teacher.

We utilize private consultants to provide science in-service designed to
upgrade skills/knowledge of both experienced and inexperienced science
teachers.

1984-85 will be our implementation year in science. This year we have
been gathering data and developing plans.
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6. What can the State do to augment staff development in math/science?

Provide $ for serious, nitty-gritty retraining. Release time or
stipends for teachers to genuinely work together to upgrade content and
process akills.

Upgrade the level of services available from SDE.

Stop demeaning math and science teachers (upper management tends to
generalize about the poor quality of math and science instructors).
This does not motivate teachers to seek out growth opportunities, but
rather creates a defensive posture, resentment, insecurity, and sense of
not being valued -- positions that teachers find themselves in all too
often.

Provide specific funding for math/science curriculum/staff development
specialists in TEC Centers.

Identify exemplary math and science programs and develop a resource
guide for TECCs to follow up on. I think it is important for the state
to carefully scrutinize those programs that are defined as "exemplary."

Assist districts statewide to redesign the school calendar to facilitate
staff development activities on an ongoing basis.

Make curriculum handbooks and addendums available to every district in
math and science.

Give the TECCe programs they can replicate--training of trainers
packages in math and science.

Provide additional TECC funding earmarked for these areas.

Provide site-level grant opportunities stipulating TECC linkage as a
required feature. Give a preference to consortia of schools or
districts to promote collaboration.

Help the Cinters establish in-service models that will work in large
schobl districts as well as small ones.

Make clear to administrators the need for quality science and math
instruction, poesibly through a mandate that inquiry, problem solving be
taught in all elementary and high schools.

Provide regional training sessions for specific math topics and how to
teach them.

The state could augment the 551 funds so that more schools could do more
math/science development.

B. AB 551

7. Approximately what amount of TECC staff time (in FTE) is being devoted
to AB 551 during 1983-84? Mdsm.33 FTE; Raw-1071.3 FTE
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8. Of the projects currently receiving AB 551 funds, what percent are in
each of the following areas?

Math Md..10.0%

Science *1..10.0%

Computers M&77.5%

Other Md=15.0%
k00%*

Please list -other" major areas:

9. What has been the impact of the decentralization of AB 551 administra-
tion on your work load and overall program effectiveness?

Selected comments:

The administrative details (paper distribution, accounting, mailing)
all are time and material intensive. Needless to say, whatever time
is spent on AB 551 is not spent on other.

Decentralization impacts heavily on the administrative work load.
However, the impact is worthwhile in that it brings the client and
the service provider(s) much closer logistically, professionally, and
personally. I believe that all the problems associated with adminis-
tering AB 551 programs locally are easily offset by the benefits.

AB 552 is beginning to require more technical assistance at the local
site level. Schools are asking for assistance in planning staff de-
velopment programs and identifying resources and assisting in the
conducting of workshops at their sites.

Assistance to the AB 551 schools during.the year is done by county
school personnel assigned to assiat schools in effective staff develop-
ment planning and implementation. This seems to work for both the
schools and county personnel and, in some cases, has given the county
personnel' a much better chance to get into and assist local schools.

The schools like it--they have a local person to contact for technical
assistance. It has encouraged TECC staff to become much more involved
in individual site planning. This exhances the TECC's ability to spot
needs and to plan for regional priorities. It also promotes regional
networking. The work load is heavy, and we are, frustrated that we can-
not allocate the time required to do what should be done to support the
schools.

The work load on the center has increased, but there has been a
corresponding increase in the effectiveness of local programs.

Programs are more effective because of the availability of technical
assistance. Provided adequate technical assistance including many phone

*Percentage breakouts, as reported, often summed to more than 100 percent.
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calls, letters, and personal visits in addition to special workshops
just for AB 562 committee chairper-ons.

It has been a tremendous impact on our work load, but the 551 funds
have created a great deal of excitement locally in our region. Schools
greatly appreciate direct service by the TEC Center during the complete
process of application, implementation, and evaluation. The support has
led to more effective programs in the schools.

10. Please comment on the adequacy of current evaluation activities for
AB 551 projects.

Selected comments:

Evaluation of AB 551 activities is inadequate. However, no greater
evaluation burden should be placed on the recipient schools. Any
additional evaluation must be absorbed by SDE or TECC. Many AB 6:1
schools receive so little funding that it is impractical to ask .hem to
invest substantial time or resources in evaluation activities. All too
often we require/request evaluations that are disproportionate to the
resources allocated for programs.

The current AB 551 evaluation activities are minimal at best.

TECCe do not evaluate AB 551 schools. We read AB 551 plans and assist
when plans are out of compliance; however, site visits are for assistance
and networking effective ideas, not evaluation.

Quality evaluation must grow out of quality planning. If we could
allocate more time to support the local school planning effort, we would .

be able to build in more effective evaluation. Current evaluation tends
to be narrowly focused, short-term, and superficial. The AB 551 appli-

cation emphasises formative as well as summative evaluation, yet the
TECC's role seems to be primarily in the area of summative evaluation.

The current evaluation system needs to be revised. Evaluation activi-
ties need to foster practices which improve the effectiveness of on-site
staff development programs.

Schools are more accountable for use of the money when the TEC Centers
have the responsibility for evaluation. If schools are not meeting
their objectives, TECCs can assist them. When the state was evaluating,
TECCe were not as aware of the needs of the schools.

Annual evaluations stating objectives accomplished appear appropriate.
The procedure is simple - ..not time consuming, yet beneficial. TECC staff

have ongoing interaction with these schools so are kept informed as to
the school's progress.

Currently, the TEC Center does not have the resources to 3ive adequate
attention to evaluation. If we were able to have one staff member with
the sole responsibility of the 551 schools, the 551 projects could be
monitored and evaluated.adequately.
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Any other comments?

Selected comments:

Most of our AB 551 schools receive very small amounts of money (under $2,000),
but they make excellent use of these funds to further their staL levelopment as
an.entire school staff.

C,

AB 551 funding should be announced during spring of the year so that schools can
have the entire year for staff development activities.

An evaluation document from each district (evaluating AB 551 sctes) to TECO
would he helpful.

When the TECCs are given a broad responsibility and a "narrow" budget, it forces
the Policy Boards to choose what they will do well and what they do inadequately. /
This may give the false impression that TECC staffs do not know what quality
practice is.

Schools receiving AB 551 money are using it very effectively. It brings a
school's staff together to work as a team toward a school's mission as well as
provides incentives for teachers to improve their teaching skills.

Schools would like to be able to start their staff development program during
the summer, but since funds are not approved by the Legislature until the fall
and prior year's funds are to be expended by June 30, schools do not have
approved funds during the summer. From their evaluations and informal feedback
sessions during the year, we have learned that a critical need exists for
schools to either have carry-over to use their funds during the summer or else
Ireceivel approval from the Legislature by July 2.

Thank you for youi cooperation.
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